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Thursday
September 15. 1988

Bob Masterton led little Maine Savings Bank
through a stormy half-decade of banking deregulation
into a big, new world of banking.

Depositor John Lovell Sr. objected to the sale
of "his'~ bank and sued Masterton and the institution
that had become The One Bancorp.
Both are now dead, but the suit lives on as their lawyers
head to the courtroom to decide .•.
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Story on page 6.
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TraveJJin' Blues ain't so good for you

THE ONLY
CURE
FOR THE
"POST
WRITERS'
STRIKE
NETWORK
RERUN
BLUES"

GEE, IS THIS AN
ELECTION YEAR?

Get your
taxes back

PRESCRIPTION BELOW

DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION

- Basic Cable IS less than 47c a day-
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Public Cable offers 36 channels of:
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[2] Financial Informalion
[2] Educational Prog rams
[2] Cultural Programming
[2] Award-winning Children s Programming
[2] Endless Ente rtainment
[2] 24 Hour Home Shopping
[2] Women 's Programming
[2] 24 Hour Sports
[2] 24 Hour Family Programming [2] 24 Hour Weather
[2] 24 Hour Music Videos
[2] 24 Hour News
[2] U.S. Senate and Congress Live [2] 24 Hour Movies
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$5.00 INSTALLATION
SAVE OVER $10.00!

775-3431
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For residents in Gray, Casco and
Raymond 1-800-833-2253
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' $5 installation does nOllnclude monthly charge. Offer available In Public Cable's Residential Service area only
Service area Includes year round homes within 500 feci 01 CIClS!lng cable planl Addi tional oullets are only $4 00 a
month Some reslncllons apply Otfer expires October 21. 1988

Just The Ticket!
Concepts in Comfort
builds a complete line of furniture
including several styles of desks

Computer Table Ensemble

'---_
$281-----'
Sold separately, together or design your own.

Factory/Showroom
9 Circus Time Road
South Portland 04106
(across from UPS)

(207) 775-4312

Other locations
Bangor

(207) 942-1017
Jackson, NH

(603) 383-6460

News of
the weird
+Ora Lee Byrd, 68, was listening to records in her living
room in Clovis, N.M" in May
when her husband, parking the
car outside, had his foot slip
onto the accelerator, slammed
the car into a freezer in the
garage, and pushed the freezer
through a wall onto Mrs. Byrd,
killing her.
+ According to researchers at
the University of Virginia Hospital, doctors wash up after
touching patients or equipment
only 20 percent of the time,
compared to 40 percent for
nurses.
+Experts at a space law conference last November reported
that there are now 4 million
pounds of space debris in orbit
around the Earth, endangering
future astronauts that may collide with them.
+ A health services marketing expert ridiculed Arizona
ophthalmologists at a winter
convention for running their
advertisementsforcataractsurgery in tiny eight-point type.
+According to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, there
is a 45 percent chance for a
severe core-melt accident in the
US. during the next two decades.
+The women's softball game
between Boston College and the
University of Massachusetts in
May was postponed when incompetent hammer throwers
competing in the Boston College Relays on an adjacent field
kept tossing their hammers
onto the softball diamond.
+A mail carrier received a
reprimand for his file for unauthorized activity after he tore
ligaments jumping into a roIling car to stop it from hi tting an
elderly lady in Satellite Beach,
Fla., last winter.
+According to the Wall Street
Journal, the 70th birthday congratulations received by Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu from Queen Elizabeth,
Sweden's King Carl Gustav,
and Spain's King Juan Carlos
were fabricated by Ceausescu' s
staff because none of the monarchs had responded to requests for congratulations.
- Chuck Shepard/AlterNet

If you paid $50 in state income tax last year, Governor
McKernan would like you to
have $6.25 of it back.
If you paid $500, then $60.25
is what he'd like you to have.
$5000? You might see a treasury check for $320.25.
When the Maine legislature
begins its session this week, it
will find McKernan's plan to
refund the state's $61 million
tax surplus to taxpayers.
Portland representative Tom
Andrews says a consensus is
developing that will ensure the
bill's quick passage in the
emergency session.
He would prefer to see less
money refunded and less
money borrowed. He says $78
million worth of spending is on
the agenda. He says if the surplus was applied to those projects, taxpayers would be sa ved
paying interest on $78 million.
"You have tolookatall this in
the context of an election year:"
he says. "The discussion of
where people want the money.
to go was all put in political
context when the Governor
announced that he wanted it all
to go back to the taxpayer. It's a
hotly political time to be meeting in Augusta."
The plan sets out thre:I:-lAJAt!!
for individual tax returns. To
calculate what you might get
back (if legislature agrees that
you should), multiply the first
$500 that you paid last year by
.125. Multiply the nest $2000 by
.105. Multiply anything left by
.02.
Add itup.
- Hannah Holmes

Washington
Avenue
watch
"There's no great thrill in
driving across it," says Reggy
Cutting, one of the chosen few
who has already driven across
1295 on Washington Avenue.
The rest of us mere mortals
will be able to cruise the avenue sometime next week, according Cutting, who is resident engineer for The Bridge
Construction Project That Time
Forgot.
(Don't forget to check on what
the guy in that white apartment
building is having for dinner as
you drive through this back
porch.)
Cutting says that weighty
workloads and winter weather
delayed opening the off-ramps
that should have been channeling cars onto Munjoy Hill by
July 1.
When asked if the whole
Tukey's Bridge project will be
finished by the original target
date of Nov. 1, 1989{he replies:
"No trouble."
. Hannah Holmes

Fatty fish are bringing the foul
waters of the south into Maine,
smuggling polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) under their
skins.
The highly carcinogenic PCBs
hitch a ride from places like the
Hudson River and New
Bedford Harbor where they
hang out in great numbers. The
pollutant gets into the fat of
oily ocean-goers - like mackerel, striped bass and bluefishand doesn't get ou t. Like many
other northeastern animals,
those fish migrate up to Maine
in the summer.
Jean Chenoweth at the Department of Marine Resources
Laboratory in Boothbay Harbor says bluefish, being high
up in the food chain, collect all
the PCBs that their victims,

smaller fish, have already ea ten.
So when humans eat the bluefish, they collect all the PCBs
that everyone from plankton
on up has collected.
Chenoweth is recommending
that pregnant women and children steer clear of the toothy
blues, and that everyone else
avoid the dark meat and oily
skin. And she wouldn' t eat
blues more than twice a week.
The Maine Bureau of Health
isn't recommending anything,
although Mussachusetts and
New Hampshire have both
warned children and pregnant
women against bluefish. Massachusetts has tested fish with
nearly 10 parts per million of
PCBs.
"It does seem like they (blues
in Maine) would have the same

PCB content, if they're the same
fish," says State Toxicologist,
Dr. Robert Frakes. He says he's
not issuing a health warning
because the data on eight fish
caught in 1983 and 1985 wasn't
too bad. "I don't think it's a
really serious problem, compared to the other problems
we're working on," he says.
Frake says one of the only
ways to get rid of PCBs once
they're lodged in your fat, is to
be female and breast feed . "But
then they (mothers) end up
giving them to their baby," he
says.
The Departmenl of Environmental Protection isn't recommending anything, either. They
collected the data on the eight
fish and it didn't scare them
then. Only one of the fish,

caught in 1983, contained more
than the Food and Drug Administration limit of two parts
per million of PCBs.
The DEP went fishing for
samples last year, but came
home empty-handed; they
advertised for fishermen to
come and give them some, but
again, no luck. Therefore, no
data.
This year they managed to
catch a few, and with DMR in
Boothbay contributing some,
they've got 10 fish. But the fish
arc in tIle freezer, and won't be
sampled until long after the
bluefish have left town again.
"We have a piece of equipment that just died," says biologist Barry Mower. "And we
have a backlog of forest fires
we're trying to put out."
- Hannah Holmes
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WORKING WATERFRONT: NOT IN MY BACKYARD

Fore River silo height still up in air
The fate of a handful of tall
cement silos proposed for the
Fore River is still up in the air.
After a couple of late-night
postponements, the planning
board finally decided last
Thursday to increase the height
limits in the IP-3 industrial zone
between the Million Dollar
Bridge and the Veteran's
Memorial Bridge.
Instead of stopping at 45 feet
above ground, waterfront industries would be able to stack
cement blocks up to, at most,
125 feet above sea level. That
number applies to the section
between the Danforth Street

extension and the Million Dollar Bridge. Heights in other
sections between the two
bridges would vary from45 feet
to 125 feet, in order to protect
ocean views.
But 125 feet is just far enough
up in the air to keep everybody
mad.
A lot of West-enders, who
once asked for a working waterfront, want the silos small
enough that they don't see them
when they look out their windows, They're also asking the
zoning board to enact noise
limits on the project, sa ying they
fear noise and dust from the

working waterfront.
And Merrill, along with partner Miron, USA, still wants 150foot silos.
"We're going to ask the city
council to approve the 150 feet
for the Merrill section," says
Alan Caron who is coordinating the approval process for
p.o. Merrill, president of Merrill Industries. He says the silos
would make the difference for
the Merrill Marine Terminal,
which has yet to break even.
"The long-term stability (of the
terminal) is not certain," he
says.
Jock Robertson, a Danforth

Street resident, says, "If the city
wants to go this way, I can
accept that. I can move to Chicago or some place. But this
thing has gone so fast that I
don't think the city as a whole
understands (it)."
Robertson charges that "two
miles of the best waterfront in
Portland" were quickly rezoned without any actual plans
on the table.
The City council will hold a
public hearing over the proposed zoning change, probably on Oct. 3, but possibly later.
- Hannah Holmes
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Radon reaction
Reacting to the findings of a
nationwide study conducted
earlier this year, the Environmental Protection Agency set
off a national media blitz on
Monday when it urged all
homeowners and renters to
have their homes tested for
radon gas.
Previous EPA estima tes
(reported in CBW's June 23
cover story) would have suggested that more than 30,000
homes in the Greater Portland
area have unsafe levels of radon. But results of the study
released Monday suggest that
those estimates may be low almost a third of the homes
tested nationwide were found
to haveradon levels above what
the EPA considers safe.
Although no Maine homes
were part of the EPA study, the
Maine Department of Human

Services has received funding
and technical assistance from
the federal agency to conduct a
statewide survey ofl 000 homes
this winter.
Radon is a colorless, odorless, tasteless and highly radioacti ve gas released na turall y by
decaying underground uranium. The gas decays into tiny
radioactive particles that can
settle in lung tissue and are
second only to cigarette smoking as a cause of lung cancer.
There are two local EP A-certified radon labs: Alpha Radon
Environmental Testing and
Radon Diagnostic Laboratory.
- Monte Paulsen

Medical waste
Even as last week's cover
story on medical infectious
waste was hitting the streets,
Congressman Joseph E. Brennan was hitting the capitoHloor

in support of a waste tracking
system.
"All of us were outraged by
medical waste washing up on
our beaches," said Brennan.
"The Medical Waste Tracking
and Control Act will require
tracking and proper disposal
of medical waste and stiffen
penalties for illegal dumping.
People in Maine feel strongly
about a clean and unpolluted
ocean."
Sucha tracking system would
enable the Environmental Protection Agency to identify the
sources of stray bundles and
bits and pieces of medical waste
such as what washed ashore in
Maine over the summer.
If the bill passes, it will become federal law and the only
mystery that state officials will
be left with concerning infectious waste is not where it came
from but what to do with it.

The Maine Legislature has
ceremoniously applied a butterfly bandage to the state's
chronically wounded health
insurance situation.
The Maine High Risk Insurance Organization, a new statesubsidized health insurance
pool for high risk individuals,
will enable 300 of the states
100,000-plus uninsured residents to receive health coverage.
House Speaker John Martin,
whose original bill called for a
more comprehensive state
health insurance pool, described the demonstration project as "another in a series of
small steps."
Small indeed. "First come,
first served" applicants will
share $50,000 for first 2 years of
the 3-year plan's operation.

- Thomas A. Verde

- Monte Paulsen

Health care
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Casco aay Weekly is a paper
10r people living in or concemed
about th e ci ties and lowns 01 the
Portland area . It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. 1rom posh
corporate headquarlers at
167 Clark Street , Portl and ,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event lislings,
your angry lellers and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind 01 stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want It
to appear.

775·6601
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Advocating advertorials

by Thomas A. Verde

A

CONVERSATION WITH

John Moulton

Inwear
introduces the
fine art of looking
fashionable while
feeling comfortable
... casual clothing with
more than classic
styling as well as the
classiCS in feminine
shapes with extra
allention to detail.
A variety of styles
in mix and match
color combinations
and patterns ... all
available now for fall.

John Moulton atop the 181-year-old observatory_

John Moulton, 74, of Cous- need for this observatory. He ground which would mean
ins Island has had a long and spearheaded a group called eventual rot.

familiar history with Casco
Bay. The Portland Observa·
tory, 181, of Munjoy Hill has
been around even longer.
Moulton, serving as a volunteer guide at the Observatory,
decided to write the nrst historical study of the building.
The book was published by
Greater Portland Landmarks
this past spring.

Portland Monument Grounds
Association, which bought
shares, bought a half acre of
land and proceeded to build
this tower. Moody was the
architect of the tower and he
supervised the construction of
it.
What kind ofconstruction are
we talking about here?

This is post and beam construction. The building is ocWhat is the Portland Obsertagonal and rests on the ground,
vatory?
not dug into the ground. The
It is a wood building, built in main eight posts are 65 feet 4
1807, designed by Captain inches long.
Lemuel Moody to signalize and
observe shipping in Portland How were the posts erected?
Harbor. You have to remember
These men were seamen and
that back in 1807 there was no
they were used to working with
radio, no wireless, no teleheavy timbers and stepped
phone. The only way to know
masts in boats. These posts were
whether a ship was coming in stepped or "gotten-in" in a
or not was to see it. The ship manner similar to getting-in the
owners on the waterfront could
masts of schooners and square
not see their vessels out beyond
riggers.
Portland Head, therefore Captain Moody from this vantage
When the Observatory was
poin t could see the vessels with
built, it was the subject of
his telescope and then fly the
considerable criticism from
appropriate flag. When the ship people who didn't really beowners saw their flag flying,
lieve it was going to stand.
they could make the necessary
How has it managed to do so
preparations for wharfage.
for all these years?
Who was Lemuel Moody?

The Moodys were prominent
members of the town of Portland. Captain Lemuel ran away
from home when he was eight
to go to sea. He served at sea for
many years, eventually rose to
become captain of his vessel,
and then saw the commercial

41 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101

boss' affiliation with "Dunn' slThe Richardson
Report." "Dunn's" was where he started his
career as a telemarketer. He moved to Portland from central Florida after he left college
with little more than his new wife and a UHaul filled with furniJure. A year later, he was
a minority partner in the firm. Six months
after that, he bought out his partner and ran
the business until his brother took it over. This
story might be boring compared to the piece
you wrote, but it's certainly more accurate.
And as far as the merits of "advertorials," as
you call them, I understand there are tons of
small businesses which use them time and
time again because they work for them. I'm
sure that any of the business review firms you
interviewed for your article - not to mention
the ones you didn't - would have been happy
to refer you to several of their happiest customers.
Publishers have their own way ofdelivering
messages for their advertisers. We do it by
mailing papers to 21,OOO-plus business addresses a week across the southern half of the
state. You do it by putting 15,000 copies a
week on top of cash register counters and
better cigarette machines everywhere. Business review publishers do it by buying large
blocks of ad space, breaking them into smaller
squares and telemarketing the hell out ofthem.
It's not my personal style of publishing, but
I won't deny them theirs, anymore than I
would deny you yours . Because I don't want
anyone to deny me mine.

Maine Savings Bank's conversion
from a mutual bank really can't be
judged as right or wrong. Almost
overnight, banking became an
eat-or-be-eaten business. Bob
Masterton took the risk, and reaped
the rewards.
But it's worth acknowledging
that Maine Savings never would have
been able to become The One Bancorp
without the John Lovells of the
world, without everyone who
deposited a nickel for safekeeping.
These folks don't deserve the same
profits as those who took the risk,
but they do deserve consideration.
We are, irretrievably, in an
era of megabanks. But will these
megabanks remain as civic-minded
and responsible to the community as
Maine Savings was under Masterton?
Understandably, there's

Randy Hagan
General Manager
Portland Business Journal
Central Maine Business

772-4439

I understand that because of
some new information
you've uncovered, you will
be rewriting your book.

pressure on these new corporations
to place more weight on the wishes
of their shareholders than those of
their depositors, but it behooves

I am going to write a second
edition of the book. The grandson ·of the man who gave the
tower to the city of Portland
called me up one morning,
much to my amazement. He
said that he had these papers
which had been "kicking
around in his grandmother's
attic for many a year" and he
wanted to know if I would be
interested in seeing them. That
statement was the understatement of the year.
You're a volunteer guide here.
what's the dumbest thing
anyone's ever asked you
about the Observatory?

The first is "Was this building ever a lighthouse?" Well,
it's called the Portland Observatory; it is wooden. There are
no provisions for a lighthouse
in it. The second is, when the
visitor sees the 425 foot smoke
stack of the Central Maine
Power Company on Cousins
Island, they ask "What lighthouse is that?" To me, it is self
evident
that it is no lighthouse
Captain Moody was a very
at
all.
astute man when it came to
knowing how to live with the
wind. He was also very inter- Thomas A. Verde is a Portland
ested in geometry. This build- writer and a volunteer guide at the Obing is octagonal which means servatory. He says that he didn't know
that there is no very large sur- how the posts were raised and had to
buy Mr. Moulton's book to find out.
fac~ presented to the wind. It
also slopes at an angle of between seven and eight degrees
which further means that the
wind is deflected. He also used
122 tons of granite blocks at the
base as ballast to hold the thing
down. This is a much better
means than digging it into the

I read your cover story on "Advertorials"
(CBW, Sept. 1 issue) with great interest. First,
because I feel media-covering-media stories
are underreported in this market. But as I got
into the story further, my interests - and concerns - were piqued by (i handful of gross
inaccuracies r found in the article. Especially
when r found two of them associated with our
publication.
1) The name of the firm was not changed to
"Richardson Reports," as you reported. It was
changed to "The Richardson Report."
2) As you traced the lineage of what is now
"The Richardson Report" through the point
where my boss purchased it, you seemed to
have no interest in following it through to
today. Ray Richardson Jr. sold the business to
his brother Jim before the first issue of the
Portland Business Journal was published in
July 1987.Jim runs the business today from his
offices on Pride's Comer in Westbrook and is
doing quite well. By stopping short, you connote the mistaken impression that the fortunes of the PBI and The Richardson Report
are intertwined - by error of omission, rather
than commission, but an error nonetheless.
The fact that these two errors were loaded
into just one sentence impressed me. But it
wasn't surprising, considered that nobody on
CBW's staff contacted anyone connected with
either firm about the information you reported
as fact in last week's paper.
I wish you had contacted me, because r think
there's a commendable story to tell with my

KENWOOD
Kenwood's pull-out series AM/ FM cassette
decks are designed with one purpose in
mind: to leave car stereo thieves empty-handed.
You simply flip a switch, and the entire head unit
slides out of the dash. But besides that innovative
feature Kenwood's pull-out systems also feature
some oth~r very impressive features. Like high-power,
PLL Quartz synthesized tuning and Dolby B·e.

Let us install your new car stereo.
With 20 years experience you can
trust us to do the job right.

AutoPlus~
Auto/ I lome • Audio Video Syste ms • Sales and Se rvice

Corner of
Riverside and Route 302
Portland, Maine. (207) 797-2497

Pleas~nt Str~et,

Brunswlck, Marne
(207) 729-7775

I have considered many ways to respond to
your gallant expose on our "multi-million
dollar" industry. I'll limit myself to two.
First, you quote meas saying we "made over
$600,000" in our first year, when r said we
"sold" that amount. Since your writer has a
fancy advertising degree, I assume she was
taught the difference between "income" and
"profit." Does Casco Bay Weekly "profit" its
entire advertising revenue? Or does it use it to
pay the help Ms. Nelson, the phone bills to
Hartford, and the typesetter who forgets on
the last line of each boldface paragraph to hit
the return button on the $10,000 Macintoshwith-laserprinter?
Howard O'Brien's estimate of 12-15% profit
on sales is, I would say, quite accurate. And
that's in a good year for an established company. Our taxable profit for 1987, our first
year, was a fraction of that.
Mt second point addresses the holier-thanthou stance which Nelson's editorialized story,
coupled with Gary's storied editorial (sorry!),
takes. Let's quote the editorial: "When a
newspaper publishes advertorials, which

deliberately blur the line between news coverage and advertiSing copy, it breaches ... trust
'.' Credibility is eroded .. . Newspapers that
ask for trust shouldn't print deception." How
boldly stated!
Now, open last week's CBW, with its daring, if underwhelming, cover story on the
business review industry, to page 15 top left.
Now here is a news story, complete with
headline (with kicker), cutlined photo, and
columns the same width as the feature on
Tracy Chapman to its right. Granted, just like
my publication, "ADVERTISEMENT" is
slugged in.
Now, Kelly Nelson, et ai, what is the
buzzword for that kind of ad?? Why, of all
things; it's an advertorial! Son of a gun. Right
there in Casco Bay Weekly!
Of course a fledgling newspaper must take
the advertiser's money, "credibility" bedamned. It also must dig for grabber exposes. But
isn't credibility a cornerstone of the expose??
God, I love irony.
No offense taken, guys. We are thoroughly
unembarrassed by what we do for a liVing.

---

Sincerely,

z:=

~
,
~/~
I
0-..
Terence T. Cain
President
Independent Newsfeatures, Inc.
Business & Professional Profiles

The ad referred to in the letter above
was substantially different from those in
business review sections in three ways: it
was conceived and written entirely (including headline) by the advertiser
(Raoul's Roadside Attraction); it carried
no endorsement or recommendation on
the part of this paper; and the word "ADVERTISEMENT" was printed in four
places above and below the ad.
Casco Bay Weekly insisted on placing

the "ADVERTISEMENT" label within the
borders of the ad to avoid any possible
confusion. The point of our Sept. 1 editorial was that publications that publish
business review advertorials bear the
burden for misleading their readers.
Such was the case last Thursday (Sept. 8),
when a 12-page Business PeonIes Review
appeared in the Portland Press Herald
with no clear indication that it was ad.
vertising.

these big banks to remember
Masterton - lest another 87 Lovells
gather their nickels together.
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Robert Masterton led little Maine Savings Bank into a big, new world of
deregulated banking. His buy-or-be-bought tactics have enabled what was
once the Portland Five Cents Savings Institute to swallow up out-of-state
banks in an era when most of Portland's old guard were themselves being
swallowed whole.
But John Lovell Sr. didn't like having his mutual bank - owned by its
depositors - turned into one of New England's largest financial institutions.
He f"tled suit against Masterton and what is now The One Bancorp.
Both men have since died, but their lawyers are headed for the Maine
Supreme Court to decide who owns ...

Maine Savings Bank's

1903 headquarters.

that people paid gave the
"new" company a head of
steam that has driven it ahead
of its Maine peers.
Before federal banking
deregulation in 1982, little
banks survived by taking
little savings accounts and
giving little loans. But since
then, many of them have
converted to public ownership, looking for that head of
steam. Maine Savings was
among the first, but now it's
among the many. Little
,. savings and loan banks
owned by their little depositors still exist, but the trend is
toward consolidation In June 1859, a few civicmergers and acquisitions, and
minded citizens created the
knotty alliances that put the
Portland Five Cents Savings
nickels
of the many into the
Institute. It was a mutual
hands
of
a very few.
bank - the 87 people who
Then
in
1987, a depositor
deposited their nickels
decided
the
money was his.
"owned" the bank. A board of
John Lovell Sr. of Yarmouth
trustees invested all the
filed a class action suit against
nickels in home loans and
the bank and Masterton, on
municipal bonds around
behalf
of himself and the
town.
89,905
other
depositors. He
Portland was a good investclaimed
they
should have
ment. By 1982, what is now
been reimbursed when their
Maine Sa vings Bank was
mutual bank was sold.
worth $52 million or $150
This spring, John Lovell
million - depending on
died, and so did Bob Masterwhom you ask. The money
ton. But big lawyers, playing
that made those millions
for big stakes (and big fees)
came from thousands of
are keeping the case alive.
people who deposited their
nickels over 123 years. Whose
money is it?
"MOST PEOPLE WON'T
An attorney for Maine
NOTICE IT'S HAPPENED."
Savings, Robert Frank, pre- H. Donald DeMatteis
dicts within the next fEW
weeks the question will be
Bob Masterton became
asked of the Maine court
president
of Maine Savings in
system.
he helped a
1970.
In
1974
Maine Savings' then-PresiGovernor's
commission
to
dent, Robert Masterton, a
banking
code.
design
Maine's
superman in Maine banking,
In 1981 and 1982 he chaired
decided to sell that money,
the National Association of
and convert the bank to
Mutual
Savings Banks and
public ownership. In 1984, he
helped
plot
a survival course
created The One Bancorp as a
for
little
banks
in troubled
parent to Maine Savings. He
times. The key to survival,
sold the board of directors on
Masterton decided, was conthe idea. They sold stock in
verting privately-owned
The One, first to depositors
"mutual" banks into publiclyand employees, and then to
the public. The $44 million

owned "stockholders'" banks.
Masterton brought his
survival plan to Maine Savings and followed it, step for
step. He asked his board of
directors for approval to
convert. They gave it. He
asked the Maine Bureau of
Banking Superintendent, H.
Donald DeMatteis, for approval. He got it. He sent all
the depositors letters asking
for their approval. He sort of
got it.
On May 11, 1984, exactly 37
of the 88,905 depositors
turned up at The Big Meeting.
Nine voted against the conversion. Twenty-six voted for
it. Two abstained. That June,
DeMatteis gave the bank a
certificate. It had converted.
The 88,868 people who
didn't show up were presumed to have voted in favor
of conversion. This is in
accordance with Maine law.
John Lovell and Richard
Poulos are arguing that it's
unconstitutional.
Masterton's argument was
for flexibility. The new holding company, The One, he
said, would be able to buy
and sell other banks and
companies. The cash that
would come in from selling
shares in The One would give
it an advantage in the postderegulation feeding frenzy.
It could buy new stuff, make
new loans, and acquire other
banks.
By buying shares in The
One, people bought the bank,
valued by Masterton at $52
million, for $44 million. They
bought the right to profit
from money accumulaled by
depositors over 125 years.
Most of the stock went out of
state. Only 25 percent is
owned by Maine people. The
board of directors, all told,
bought four percent of the
stock. Masterton bought
100,000 shares at $6.50 per
share. The stock is now worth
about $12 per share.

For a while, it seemed that
no one had noticed.
"IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE
THE DEPOSITORS GOT
HOW MUCH? ZERO."

-Richard E. Poulos

John Lovell Sr. noticed . In
October 1987, he began a class
action suit. Investors, he
claimed, were "unjustly
enriched by the conversion,
which enabled Bancorp to
buy Bank for a fraction of its
value."
Lovell disputed Masterton's
$52 million assessment, and
asked for $150 million in
damages, plus $50 million in
punitive damages.
"I wish that both Mr. Lovell
and Mr. Masterton were still
alive," says Robert Frank. "I'd
like for each of them to
explain what they believed."
Lovell charged that the
conversion was inherently
unconstitutional, because it
took away his property rights.
Lovell did not attend The
Big Meeting, nor did he
appeal the conversion within
the allotted 40 days. He
charged that because the
superintendent of banking
never officially adopted the
FHLBB regulations that
govern conversion, the entire
conversion was unofficial,
and should be nullified.
U.S. District Court Judge
Gene Carter refused to rule
on the case, asking the attorneys to agree on the facts, and
submit the questions to a state
court.
"If nothing else," Carter
wrote, "the pleadings show
clearly that this 'property
interest' question is a highly
disputed and unsettled
question of state law." The
Maine legislature, he points
out, must have had something in mind when it said
that depositors in a mutual
bank which converts must be

"equitably provided for."
And Richard Poulos noticed. He makes his living
noticing what banks do. He
successfully sued Key Bank
on behalf of Scarborough
Downs owner Joseph Ricci
and other clients, winning $10
million for them, plus a $5
million loan for Ricci alone.
Poulos is also suing
People's Heritage Bank,
which converted in 1986. The
suit was filed this February,
and nearly mirrors the Maine
Savings case. Even the plaintiff is the same - John Lovell
Sr., who had an account there
as well as one at Maine
Savings. At $275 million, the
stakes are higher.
Mary Campbell noticed,
too. She's the mother of John
S. Campbell, attorney with
Poulos Campbell and
Zendzian. Her name has been
added to the very short list of
plaintiffs in the Maine Savings case - beneath that of
Lovell's wife, Ann. Poulos
says more plaintiffs are
coming.
"WE'VE DOUBLED IN SIZE
IN THE lAST FIVE YEARS.
THIS HAS BEEN DONE
WITHOUT MERGERS,
STOCK, OR CONSOLIDATION WITH ANOTHER INSTITUTION."

- Allison Edwards

Not all banks are going for
the gusto, Maine Savings
style. There are little banks
that are satisfied with growing at the rate of the communities around them. What big
and little banks agree on is
that the personal touch goes
out the window when the
president of the bank is cloistered on the umpteenth floor.

Gerald Heavy, vice-president of communications for
The One Bancorp and Maine
Savings Bank, says, "We have
people who have been banking with us for decades, who
get annoyed if one of our
tellers doesn't recognize
them."
"We're all on one floor,"
smiles Allison Edwards,
president of Gorham Savings,
a mutual bank established in
1868 and now worth $143
million. He says, "They'll
(customers) poke their heads
in and talk for a few. They
feel comfortable being able to
have a one on one with the
president of the bank."
Vince Furey, who succeeded Masterton, says the tie
is far from being broken
between Maine Savings and
Maine. "Too big is where you
lose that special relationship
with the community. It's
important to use the bigness
to deliver a sophisticated
array of financial services, but
deliver them like a neighbor."
Allison Edwards says some
financial services his little
bank can offer are actually
more than competitive.
"Our depositors are not
penalized by our need to pay
stockholders," he says. "We
are more apt to a pay higher
rate of interest on our certificates of deposit. I want to
benefit our customers by
paying what we can afford to
pay, rather than what the
competition Pi!Ys. Large
institutions feel it's not as
necessary to pay much out to
interest, if large banks as a
whole aren't paying. They
don' t need to."
The little charges are littler
at little banks, too, says
Edwards. Basic checks are
free at Gorham Savings; at
Maine Savings 200 of them

cost $7.46. The interest rate
paid on a NOW account is the
same. At $15, a stop-payment
is $3 more expensive at Maine
Savings that at Gorham
Savings. But on the other
hand, Gorham Savings will
charge $5 for a speCial statement, and $15 for a bounced
check. Maine Savings gets $2
and $14, respectively.
Another by-product of
bigness is the out!of-state
factor. Although 95 percent of
Maine Savings' deposits come
from Cumberland County, 25
percent of its loans hit the
turnpike south. Heavy says
this is not a draining-off of
Maine money, pointing out
that 75 percent of Maine
Savings' capital arrived from
out of state when the bank
converted in 1984.
"MAINE SAVINGS ALLOWED US TO CONTINUE
TO DO THE THINGS WE
SHOULD BE DOING."

- Robert Jolicoeur

scored a job lining up new
acquisitions for The One, and
"We opened Saturdays
four directors of First Conagain as soon as the merger
sumers scored seats on the
went through," says Jolicoeur. Maine Savings board of
He had cut back service hours
directors. The rest of the
to save money.
directors agreed to give up
"In '82 the economy was
their seats. Seventeen jobs at
rough, rates were climbing.
the bankwere eliminated.
We dipped slightly into the
Consumers win when little
red. We didn't know how bad
banks
join forces, says Jolithe storm would get or when
coeur.
The little banks swalit was going to end." Seventy
lowed
by Maine Savings can
percent of the country's little
now
make-more
home, car,
savings and loans went into
and
business
loans.
" If you
the red during the early '80s,
to
Old
Town
in
'81 , I' m
went
Jolicoeur says. More than half
sure
they
would
make
not
so
of them never made it back.
that
loan,"
he
says.
"If
you
They were taken over or
went there today they would
liquidated.
"Maine Savings was always be much more willing."
Maine Savings bought First
there," says Jolicoeur, whose
Federal
Savings and Loan of
bank merged with Maine
Old
Town
in 1984.
Savings in 1982. Jolicoeur
"THERE WAS NO WEAKNESS IN BOB MASTERTON'S
EGO. BUT HE HAD A RIGHT
TO BE PROUD."

- Gerald Heavy

Even before Maine Savings'
conversion, it was beating the
odds in the deregulation
game. It had acquired mutual
banks in Old Town, Bangor,
Paris, and had merged with
First Consumers of Augusta,
also a mutual. Amazingly, it
had never seen red in the
economic wipeout of the early
'80s. In fact, between 1980 and
June 1988, the bank's assets
multiplied by four - from
$500 million to over $2 billion.
Heavy explains the bank's
success with two words: "Bob
Masterton." Masterton's
motto, "Not survival, but
continued on next page
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Weatherproof your
baby...
with multi-seasonal, layered, high performance
outerwear from tommy's. It's toddler tough, easy to
get off or on and is expandable to grow with your
little bundle of love.

Widgeon® Warmsuit with Shell
The Widgeon®
Warmsuit is constructed
from waterproof nylon
lined with 16 oz.
polarflccce.™Two zippers
open front panel for easy
dressing. Sleeve and leg
covers close for small
infants.
Sizes 6 months - 31/5.
Assorted colors
Generous cut to

allow for

growth.
tommy's price $81.00

273 Congress SI.
Po rtland. Me.
(207) 772-5357

PERFECT FOR CARSEATS,
STROLLERS AND CARRIERS

Cozy, super-wann and
easy to use. Superior
fabrics and unique
design keep cold out and
warmth in. Drawstring
hood and zipper adjust
quickly for weather and
diaper changes.
Machine wash and dry.
Assorted colors

tommy's price
up to ISIbs $34.95

list $90.00

~ t-:c~~

The Baby Bag ®

15 - 351bs $39.95

tomm~'s

NO DEAD FLOWERS

BEARS lAST FOREVER
Why send that special someone something that lasts only a few days?
Instead, send a personalized stuffed animal from MENAGERIE EXPRESS.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 200 species to choose from
All ready to be personalized
From $25-65
Mylar and latex balloons,bag and gift card in~luded FREEl
Free delivery from Portsmouth to Augusta daily
VISAlMastercard, personal check accepted

NEW WCATION OPENING SOON AT 619 FOREST AVE.

•~

•

MENAGERIE EXPRESS

..... 874-0777

continued from previous page

progress," could be translated
to, "The best defense is a
good offense."
His bank was the first in the
state to convert, and the first
to step outside of banking
into stockbrokerage, acquiring Winslow Investment
Company and Winslow Asset
Management. It was the first
to leap across the deregulated
border and grab other banks.
And, of course, it's the richest.
At a time when most of
Portland's big banks have
been bought by out-of-state
banks, The One has acquired
the Bank of Hartford with its
seven branches in Connecticut. The six Winslow brokerages cover Maine and New
Hampshire. And federal and
state regulatory boards have
just approved acquisition of
two Massachusetts banks,
Southstate Bank for Savings,
and East Weymouth Savings
Bank.
However, a caution flag has
been waved. Maine Savings
has been ordered to beef up
its capital-to-assets ratio when
it buys the banks, an indication that it might be spreading itself thin. (If the bank has
$100, it may invest $94 in
assets. By law it must keep $6
on hand as cash for emergencies. In this case, the Federal
Reserve Board exercised its
right to increase that - to $7.)
"An institution that is
meeting the minimum and is
growing fast should have
more capital," says DeMatteis_ "We would have more
comfort if they added capitaL" To comply, the bank is
offering investors $40 million
in capital notes, which it will
payoff in 10 years.
Before deregulation, Maine
Savings had ventured into
commercial lending, beginning with shopping malls in
the '50s. The bank historically
dealt in home mortgages.
Nowa glossy commercial
lending pamphlet is spread
With shots of Liberty Group
edifices, Holiday Inns, and
condominiums of all shapes
and sizes.
"We heated up development, and that makes a lot of
people unhappy," says
Heavy. "But we took the lead,
and contributed $50,000 to the
University of Southern Maine
public policy management
group to hold seminars to
look at the growth crisis. So
we helped."
"THERE'S A STRONG

• • Ii • • • • • • .• • • •.• • • '. .. . . . . . ....... . . . . ... . .

The Photo Finish

ARGUMENT .•. THAT A

CONVERSION PEOPLE HAVE
BEEN RELYING ON
SHOUlDN'T BE UNRAVEILED." - Tom Warren

Maine Savings isn't sitting
still now, and waiting for the
Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab
suit to be settled. Vince Furey
wants to lead the bank into
position as a major New
SPECIALIZING IN:
England institution. And
anyway, the bank sees court
precedents in its favor.
The most persuasive precePhoto restorations
dent was set in North Carolina. W.C.York vs. the FHLBB
Black and white processing and printing
grew out of the FHLBB's
approval of a conversion
Internegatives/B&W prints from colored slides
made by First Federal Savings
and Loan Association of
Raleigh.
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861
In 1980, the 4th Circuit
Court
of Appeals ruled that
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ,. -• • ~ Ii • • • • • -• • • .• • • .• .• .

Copying old and faded photographs

York would only be able to
collect extra cash from the
mutual bank if it was liquidated (all debts paid, left- \
overs split among owners).
That decision reads, "Although depositors are legal
'owners' of a mutual savings
and loan association, their
interest is essentially that of
creditors of the association
and only secondarily as
equity owners. They are not
allowed to realize or share in
profits of the association."
The U.s. Supreme Court
wouldn't hear the case on
appeal.
Lovell's and Poulos' best
bet was ruled in favor of the
depositors in 1987 by the New
Hampshire Supreme Court.
The decision rests on the
wording of the bank's 19thcentury charter. The court
also stresses that the decision
was made in the context of a
takeover conversion. Corporators of the Portsmouth
Savings Bank went to court
for their depositors when the
bank found itself between
two takeover bids, one offering depositors $80 per $1000
of the bank's worth.
"IF IN 1983 YOU DEPOSITED $100, AND WE HAD
$52 MILLION IN CAPITAL
WHEN WE CONVERTED,
WHAT WOUlD YOU FEEL
YOU WOUlD BE ENTI1LED
TO?" - Gerald Heavy

If and when the attorneys
agree on the facts in the
Maine Savings case, it will be
heard first in a Maine court.
Bob Frank guesses the facts
may be agreed on by the end
of September.
If John Lovell should tum
out to be right, what would
happen to Maine Savings,
which has merged, consolidated, and acquired like an
octopus in mating season
since the questionable conversion?
"It's very complicated,"
says Poulos, "because you're
trying to unscramble a
scrambled egg. Our approach
is we'd like to sell the
scrambled egg." He admits
that the stockholders now
have a property interest that
needs protection, too. He is
not advocating taking The
One from the stockholders
and giving it to the depositors.
Says Bob Frank, "Say you
could unwind it, and it's a
mutual savings bank. That
still doesn't give the depositors access to the money. And
the Superintendent would
never approve a liquidation
in this day and age."
And so, even if the court
decides that Maine Savings'
conversion was unconstitutional, and even if that decision applied to the other
Maine banks that have converted, the day has probably
passed when anything could
be done about it.
If Maine Savings did once
belong to its little depositors,
it seems unlikely that it ever
will again. The Portland Five
Cent Savings Institution has
evolved to the pOint that is
impossible to say which
nickel is whose.
Hannah Holmes is a Portland
free lance writer who has never purchased a major financial institution.

The
•
converS1on
question
If a bank is in f"mancial
difficulty, conversion from
a mutual bank to a stockholders bank is a way to get
a lot of money fast. (Even if
a bank is not in trouble, it's
a way to get a lot of money
fast.)
Whatever the reason, the
conversion leads to growth,
and growth is of marginal
benefit to the average
depositor. To investors in a
converting bank, however,
the benefits of growth are
quite clear: their dividends
increase and the value of
their stock climbs.
Conversion is a pretty
new thing_ This state has
only informally adopted
some guidelines for doing it
- rules that the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB) wrote.
A mutual bank, like Maine
Savings used to be, is born
when some "corporators"
get together and start it.
They write a charter, describing the bank's role in
the community, and they
get the legislature to stamp
something official on it.
They act as directors, or
trustees, and they decide
what to do with depositors'
money.
If they decide to convert
the bank, they must nest
ask the depositors if they
want to sell "their" bank.
They mail notices of a Big
Meeting to the depoSitors,
letting them know they can
come and vote_ If 34 percent of the depositors show
up and vote "no," the whole
conversion can be stopped
in its tracks.
Of course the depositors
think the notice is junk
mail, and they throw it
away. Or they read it and
really don't see what difference it could make. Either
way, most of them are
somewhere else on Big
Meeting Day, and their
absence, under Maine law,
counts as a "yes" vote.
The legality of presuming
that "yes" vote is one of the
questions Judge Carter is
sending to a Maine court. If
it is found to be unconstitutional, Carter writes, it
could nullify Maine Savings'
conversion.

So far this year, over 12,000 people have
visited Maine Yankee's Information Center.
And we'd like to extend an
invitation to visit to those
who haven't had the opportunity yet. Just stop in
anytime from noon to
4 p.m., 7 days a week.
You'll discover interesting
and educational exhibits-a
film, computerized video
quizzes and displays showing how Maine Yankee produces electriCity.
The visit also includes a
view of our full scale, con-
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trol room simulator-used
to train and regularly test
Maine Yankee operators.
The Center is designed so
that people of all ages will
enjoy learning about one of
our State's important resources, Maine Yankee.
For more information,
call our toll free number:
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*WiscasS8t

Rt. 144 turn oft
is 3 miles
from Wiscasset
Fire Department

1·800·458·0066.

Hours: Monday through
Sunday, noon to 4 p.m.

RELIABLE ELECTRICITY FOR MAINE SINCE 1972

NJON'S

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 US Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
TEL. (207) 883-9562

SPECIALS
FREE SLICE OF STUFFED BREAD WITH
LUNCH OR DINNER
LUNCH SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11 AM TO 4PM, SUNDAY

NO~N

TO 4PM

FISHERMAN'S PLATTER
• Haddock • shrimp • clams
served with french fries and cole slaw

YOUR CHOICE

$4.95

LOBSTER ROLL
served with chips and pickle

DINNER SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11 AM TO 9PM, SUNDAY NOON TO 9PM

2 BOILED LOBSTERS
served with lemon and drawn butter
YOUR CHOICE

$9.95

1 POUND SIRLOIN
Served with potato or pasta and salad
All major credit cards accepted

Maine Ballroom Dance
• Beginners ballroom d ance class
(foxt rot, w a ltz & j itt erbug)
• Inte rme d iate & a d vanced classes also
(cha ch a, t a ngo , m a mbo & others
Fall classes beginning
• Private lessons. Singles welcome

20 School Street
South Portland, Main e 04073

(207) 767-6200

Recycle
this paper!
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ART BY AND FOR THE LIVING ...

"You don't have to be
dead to be hung"
... was the phrase atop a
three-inch button commemo·
rating the 1983 opening of
the Hitchcock Collection of
Contemporary Maine Art.
We agree. ART SEEN, aregu·
lar column debuting this
week, is here to encourage
everyone to find art in their
lives; to discuss the efforts of
living artists who live here; to
shed a little light on an important part of Portland
which, while often boasted
of, is too often taken for
granted.
This column's fonnat isn't
f"lXed, and neither are our
opinions. We'd like your help
- your comments, news and
letters - as we work together
to nnd the art in all of our
lives.

Artniks, Artoids, Artophiles,
ArtistsAnonymous ... aresome
of the names we're considering
for those who are on the move
again in downtown Portland
after a what started out as a
very hot and quiet summer.
But August brought some of
the hottest art shows here since
last fall. Among them: Harold
Garde's superexpressionistc
oils and mono types at the
Velentgas Gallery; Eric
Hopkins' new efforts including large sculptures and the
addition of red and orange paint
to his palette at Barridoff; Natasha Mayers and Katherine
Bradford at Hitchcock Art
Dealers; and the August group
show at Congress Square Gallery - the first time this gallery
has put together painters of
equal strength and vision to
make a coherent show.
Although Kathy Bradford's
work has come down, Natasha
Mayers' will remain at Hitchcock until September 30. Together with Abby Shahn, currently exhibiting at HobeSound

North, these three women present the phenomenal results of
years of hard labor. They have
been friends and mu tual supporters for fifteen years as they
found their way through childraising and gave birth to their
own creativities.
Mayers and Shahn have
brought us the painful heat of
Latin America in their August
shows.
Mayers' work has finally
united her powerful political
imagery with her technical
abilities. Now her technique
and imagery work together to
get her inner feelings across in
a powerful statement. She is
painting "Los Desaparecidos"the disappeared political prisoners. These gray, black and
white portraits of often armless
corpses demand that we ask
what happened to these people.
David Hitchcock is showing
this work that other dealers
probably wouldn't touch because of its power and its political implications. Hesays people
make two comments about
Mayers' work: "They have no
hands" and "They remind
people of Henry Moore's Tube
Series of Drawings." Viewing
Mayers' show can stretch the
limits of art.
Bradford's work, alas now
gone, has lost all of the restraint
and tentativeness of her small
paintings of previous years. In
large, about seven-by-five-foot
canvases, she has taken on full
blown powerful single images,
so primitive that they blast a
hole in the viewer's unconsciousness and let something
rise to the surface. The intent of
the artist may have been a specific image, but what she has
succeeded in doing is providing us with the opportunity to
discover our own symbols. It is
the visual description of a genetic code.
Hobe Sound North is alive
for the first time in short term

""~!'!JI

memory with a huge amount
of Abby Shahn's new work.
She's broken the bonds of all
her previous formalism and
restraint. The energy, color and
power of her work rush out at
you when you enter the gallery.
Her outstanding "El Salvador," about eight by eight feet,
starts with Shahn's former grid.
But now the squares, instead of
being limited to geometric patterns, are full of gesture, texture and pure energy. Each
square gives us an emotional
component expressed by
Shahn's perfect confidence in
her own use of color. Many of
the squares have some sort of
bars or frightening enclosures.
A red square (each is about 12"
x 12") wilh a grid is next to a
black and brown square with a
menacing fence-like form. We
get the idea. We get El Salvador. Shahn shares concern over
the fate of Central Americans
with Mayers and millions of
other Americans. Her expression of this concern is largely
through color, whereas Mayers' is through imagery.
The rest of the exhibit ·contains painting after painting
reminiscent of Shahn's earlier
work but in each case she allows her vision and gesture free
rein. Her subject matter has
expanded to include figures,
portraits, even a found sculpture and covers many aspects
of life from 'prison pictures' to
marsh grass, to little people
drawings. She's riding high and
taking us along.
These artists - Mayers,
Bradford, and Shahn - have
given to the Maine art community for more than a decade.
Now they offer up their best
work ever and theydeserveour
support.

Too

Invasion of the house guests

HRISTINE LAVINI
The Rude Girls
Saturday, September 24
8:00 p.m.
Tickets $11
Call 774-0465

Hewins Travel & WMGX

PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOCRAPHS

773-4200

• ttome furnishings

jazz
legend
2 shows at
First Parish Church

SAT

George Russell & The Living Time Orchestra

SAT

Sweet Honey in the Rock, Odetta

OCT 29

AND SOLD

a full nne
·arrlvJng

• Clothing &
accessories

Sponsored by

OCT 15

"BOUGHT"

Washable
Silks
soon!

Also available at
Gallery Music &
Amadeus Music

• Unique gifts
47 India St.,Portland

775·5011

..

APPRAISELS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
IN STOCK

241 CONGRESS STREET

25A Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

.
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TEAK
SALE
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WlllrE
SALE

WHITE

LEATHER
SALE

TEAK

SAI. E

Narrated Island & Harbor Cruises
Aboard the "Lady Joan"
Portland's NEWEST Excursion Boat

'i.

Wrap-Around Windows for Best Viewing
On-Board Snacks & Refreshments
Comfortable Upper Deck Seating
Heated Cabin
Departures are from Fisherman's Wharf.
Parking in several nearby lots and garages.
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LEATHER
SALE

~
L

•
TEAK
SAI. E

SAVE 10 to 30%!
SALE

LEATHER
SALE

TEAK
SALE

LEA TilER
SAU·;

WIIITE
!)ALE

scandinavia

nouse

343 Forest Ave., Portland ME
Settler's Green, No. Conwa)' NH
IIFor K i d~ 1/ l\.1aine ,'\1all, So. Portland ME
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Ask about our popular Clambake On The Bay
Available on every Bay View Cruise by prior
arrangement. Perfect for group outings or
Fall business meetings.

• SCHEDULE$8 per person; $7 children/ senior citizens
Group rates Available
10:00 -

11:30

Casco Bay Cruise

•
12:10 -

12:50

Harbor Lunch Cruise ONLY $3.00!
1:15 - 2:45
Island Cruise

•

3:15 -

4:45

I Iarbor Cruise

~1, ~iii; ii~ililij;ii~i:5imlil
Courtesy of HObe Sound Gall

Fishennan's wharf
Conunercial Street, Portland, Maine
.
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Portland Performing Arts Center

Sherry Miller, who will be writing
more about ART SEEN, says her best
credentials are that she's tall and a
good cook.

Abby Shabn's .Ill Salvador
7--'::'~~.....It.'-'o::o...::

MANY COOKS SPOIL THE BROTH

(207) 883-5456

no.
Early this summer, over a
long weekend, an old friend
brought in his latest heartthrob.
She was like all his other girl
friends: pretty, pleasant and
placid. And, like all the others,
dying to become his second
missus. She asked if she could
prepare dinner the following
night. I was delighted. It would
give me time, I figured, to get
off two stories that should have
gotten off five days prior.
Before I continue, let me say
that meals in my house are
haphazard. Oh, I have a well
stocked pantry (most of us who
hate toshop do) butmy regular
guests and friends realize that I
plan all meals around what's in
the 'fridge, freezer and larder.
Or on the largesse of neighbors
who happen to be fishermen. If
the ingred ientsaren't availa ble,
then I make do, do without, or
change the menu. And if my
guests don't like what is

planned, they opt for eating out. didn't scream at the guest who
Easy and simple, don't you used the blade tip of one of my
chopping knives to stir sliced
agree?
But not this babe. She wanted onions in a French frying pan.
a certain kind of imported Of course, I'm not sure I'll be
canned tomato for her Lobster around when she wants to reDiablo. The 26.3 mile round- turn next year. But, then, time
trip into town was unfruitful. is supposed to heal all wounds.
Neither of the two supermar- We'll see.
ket chains or the Mom or Pops
We have all heard stories,
carried her particular brand. So mainly from women, about
she picked the most expensive people, mainly men, who leave
of the batch on the shelves. Back the kitchen a shambles after
home, she complained they preparing a meal as demandweren't smooth and thick ing as, say, an omelet. I had
enough. Helpfully, I suggested always thought the complaints
she mash them with the potato exaggerated. Until this whirlwind came into my domain.
masher. She did.
Do you know how much
He prided himself on being a
muck a potato masher put into good cook. And because he
a can of tomatos can do? I am knew my fondness for Chinese
still finding blobs of hardened food, he said he would stir up
red goo in the most unexpected Shrimp in Spicy Sauce; Pork
places. And incidentally, as you Shreds over Cellophane
can well imagine, I didn't get Noodles and Chinese Cabbage
in Milk. (Yes, there is such a
my stories done either.
On another occasion, when I dish! Write in if you want the
was burdened with an arm sling recipe.)
He used six dishes, one bowl,
because of a sprained wrist, my
man-of-the-moment offered to one knife and five spoons just
make a casserole he'd learn for the shrimps: one plate for
from his ex-wife. The casserole the chopped garlic, one for the
was all right if you like canned unpeeled shrimp and one for
tuna (l don't!) but what was not the peeled; one for marinating
was his rearranging my kitchen, them, one for the shells a nd one
I am one of those people who final one for serving. The bowl
like their utensils handily hung was used to mix his sauce.
I won't say how many dishes,
on hooks and nails within easy
reach. Imagine my vexation knives, spoons and spatulas he
when, without looking, I used for the other two dishes.
reached for tongs and found All I will say is that we ate
instead a pastry brush. Where dessert - Almond Delight - out
kitchen shears should have of one of the serving bowls,
hung there was now a vege- passing a cream soup spoon
table parer. His reply to why he back and forth between us. I
had moved all my tools around wish I could say it was to enwas that he found my arrange- hance any romantic notions
ment unaesthetically pleasing. instead of because we ran out
Not so strange that soon after I of containers and utensils.
And one final note. We ran
found him to be equally hard
on the eyes and moved him the dishwasher three times.
Chock full each time.
out. It had nothing at all to do
with him needing to mold meand my surroundings - into . Althea Kaye has never invited any·
what he wanted. Nothing at all. one from thiS editOrial staff to cook for
.
d her. She has seen the CBW kitchen.
I k new I was growmg
up an
becoming more tolerant when I

The
Portland
String
Quartet

will

Some of the great artists of
the symbolist movement
include Baudelaire and
Valery in literature, Debussy in music and Odilon
Redon in art. These artists
This weekend and next,
feast on music and lobsters and others are the topic of a
on Peaks Island. Broadway lecture being given tonight
Noise, a musical revie by by Dr. Ted Gott at the
Portland Museum of Art at
the Portsmouth Academy
8
pm: "Poetry and Polemof Performing Arts, is
taking place September 15- ics: Odilon Redon and the
Symbolist Writers of France
17 and 22-24 at the Peaks
Island Greenwood Gardens and Belgium, 1880-1900."
Dinner Theater. Tickets are Free.
$29.25, which includes
theater, dinner and transportation, and the tickets
are tax deductible. For
more information, call 7723799 or 799-8307.
Brain food. The symbolist
movement in the arts
We know fall is aporiginated in late 19thproaching because music
century France in opposiaround town is moving off
tion to naturalism and
the plazas and back into the
realism and sought to
concert halls. (See tomorcreate impressions by
row, too.) Tonight, the
suggestion rather than
Portland String Quartet
through direct statements.
kicks off its 20th anniversary season. For this special
season, the quartet will
Not Just another
perform
all of Beethoven's
piece of meat•••
string quartets in a series of
Two of Maine's
six concerts. Tonight's
country fairs begi
concert includes
September 23.
Beethoven's Opus 127,
Opus 18 #2 and Opus 59
#3. Showtime is 8 pm at the
Immanuel Baptist Church
(across from the Sonesta

pronounced "Way Mare'
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If the sun is out, you may
want to join the Maine
Group of the Sierra Club
for a half-day family trip to
the summit of Bald Mountain. The trip is only three
miles and the view is great.
For more information on
the hike, call 685-9012.
But if the sun isn't out or
if you're too lethargiC to get
outdoors, the classic of
disaster films, "The Towering Inferno," is on the tube
today. Everyone was in this
one: Steve McQueen, Paul
Newman, Faye Dunaway,
William Holden, Fred
Astaire and Richard Chamberlain. Channel 51 has
scheduled this 165-minute
flick into a four-hour slot
(12 noon-4 pm). If you have
a VCR, tape it so that you
can fas t forward through
all those commercials.
If disaster movies are not
your style, public television
is offering a pre-season
recital featuring tenor
Luciano Pavarotti and

tf#fa~

•
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VIetnamese Restaurant

Children of Paradise
.

Hotel) in Portland. Tickets
are $10, and $5 for students
and seniors.
Greek food, Greek music
and dancing - all this fun
happens only once a year.
The Greek Heritage Festival starts today and continues through Sunday at the
Expo Center in Portland.
The festival will be open
Friday 11 am-9 pm, Saturday 11 am-l0 pm and
Sunday, 11 am-6 pm. The
music starts at 5 pm on
Friday and 6 pm Saturday,
Admission $1.
The Armory in South
Portland is filled with all
sorts of old stuff this weekend. The Women's
Committee of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra is
sponsoring an antique
show at the Armory. There
will be a preview party
tonight at 6 pm (Food and
drinks $20. For reservations, call 781-2588). The
show is open Saturday 10
am-6 pm and Sunday 11
am- 5 pm. Admission is $3.
But if you're too cynical
for dancing or shopping,
Boston comedian and
political satirist Barry
Crimins performs at Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin
College in Brunswick.
Show time is 9 pm.

Quf-Mt

WEIl·SAT R
SAT ~'lA r 2:.10

SEPT. lS-20 SllN~IATI.7..1'}
Late Summer Blues I

perform
the
complete
Beethoven
string
quartets
in
celebration
of the
quartet's
20th season.
See
sAnt'~""ber 16.

Tonight, the Portland
Folk Club presents songwriter and blues guitarist
Bob Franke at the First
Parish Unitarian Church.
Franke's songs have been
performed and recorded
widely and he is best
known for his songs
"Thanksgiving Eve," "Beggars to God" and "Hard
Love." Show time is 8 pm
and tickets are $6 in advance (at Amadeus Music,
Buckdancer's Choice and
Gallery Music) and $8 at
the door.
Shanghai Quartet will
perform music for string
quartet by Beethoven,
Haydn and Bartok at the
Olin Arts Center, Bates
College in Lewiston.
Showtime is 8:15 pm and
tickets are $8. Advance
reservations are suggested
and may be obtained by
calling 786-6135.

SUN DAY - 9/18 9 p.m.

Scruffy
T e Cat

with FASHION JUNGLE

Open 7 days
MON-FRI11 :30-9:30
SAT 12-9:30 SUN 5-9:$0

-

~
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........'kieJn4mese codktM
at itNJe..ry best

929 Congress St., Portland

772-3171
VISA and Mastercard accepted

,

FRAME
SHOP

You can afford
the highest quality!
415 Forest Ave., Portland

Call 772-7272 for a quote.

pianist James Levine on
''The Metropolitan Opera
Presents." The duo will
perform songs and arias by
Mozart, Bellini, Respighi
and others. You can catch
Luciano at 6:30 pm. (Public
radio will broadcast the
recital simultaneously.)
We think we like them.
Treat Her Right plays
tonight at the Tree Cafe in
Portland. If you didn't get
the play on the lyrics of
their big hit, check' em out
- we know we like them.

When Rod Stewart asks
the question, "Do Ya Think
I'm Sexy?," everyone who
has been following this
singer's career since the
early '70s will respond,
''Well, maybe 10 years
ago." Joking aside, we still
like the Rod and he's in
Portland tonight at the
Civic Center. Showtime is
7:30 pm and tickets are
$17.50 in advance, $18.50
day of the show. Tickets are
available at the box office
and at all Ticketron outlets.

Fun for the kids. Mickey
and all his friends from
Walt Disney take over the
Civic Center for six days of
figure and stunt skating
among the fantastic sets for
Walt Disney's World on
Ice. Tickets are $8.50-$10.50
and are available at the box
office and at all Ticketron
outlets. There will be 10

performances with both
afternoon and evening
shows. For ticket information, call 775-3481.

"The Diary of Anne
Frank" (the 1980 version,
not - we're sorry to say the older version with
Shelley Winters' awardwinning performance)
shows at Bowdoin College
as part of the Holocaust
and Imaginative Writing
Film Series Wednesday
nights at 7:30. Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.

The Art Afterschool
program for children ages
8-12 begins this afternoon
at the Portland Museum of
Art. The classes, offered on
Thursdays through October
27,3:30-5:30 pm, will introduce children to drawing,
painting, sculpture and
printmaking. The cost for
the entire series is $30 for
museum members, $40 for
non-members (single
classes are $7 for members,
$9 for non-members). To
register, call the museum's
education office at 7756148.
An afterwork diversion
for big kids. Historic preservation at Victorian Mansion is the focus of this
tour, which includes parts
of the mansion not usually
open to the public and a
discussion of past and
future restoration projects
at the mansion. The tour
costs $5 and starts at 5:30
pm. For more information,
call 774-5561.

If you are looking
for something more
~r~nriirnSi and more hip than \AI., .. t;~"'~
Portland usually has to offer,
check these boys out
Saturday,
September 24.

. EXERCISE CLASSES

~ •• In SOl~h Portland· ••
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Mo Freeman
of
Motion
StudiO,
;
Rockport
(
teaches
!
Lo-Impact
7""""-~ Aerobic & Toning
classes using
simple jazz
combinations.

1

MON, WED, FRI mornings
starting September 12th
CALL 772-6421

Hot legs.
Hot lips
Hot tamales·
ROd Stewart
• plaVs the
C'v'c Center
tUesday.

If you're short on funds

tonight (as most of us here
at CBW are on the day
before payday), the Portland School of Art is offering a series of public lectures given by visiting
artists and craftsmen.
Tonight at 7 pm, metalsmith Patricia DaunisDunning will speak. Portland School of Art, 619
Congress. Portland. It's
free.

Small Farm," will be given
by Eliot Coleman at 11 am
Saturday morning. Gates
open at 9 am and the fair
remains open until 7 pm on
Friday and Saturday, 6 pm
on Sunday. Tickets $4/
adults, $2/ children and
elders. Free for children,
elders and MOFGA members on Friday.
Closer to home, the Cumberland Fair opens today
and continues through
October 1 at the Cumberland County Fairgrounds.
Lots of fun.
The art of Black America
is the focus of an exhibit
opening tonight at the
The Common Ground
. Bowdoin College Museum
Country Fair, the annual
of Art. Preceding the openfair put together by the
ing of the exhibit David C.
Maine Organic Farmers
Driskell, one of the curators
and Gardeners Association, and a professor of art at the
happens this weekend at
University of Maryland,
Windsor Fairgrounds.
will give a lecture entitled
Today is Children'S Day
'~Antecedents and Reflec-.
and there will be all sorts of hons on the Harlem Renalsthings for kids, such as
~an~e: Art of Bla~k Amercider pressing, butter and Ica. . The lecture Is.at ~:30
ice cream making, sugaring pm In Kresge AudItOrIum
off, milking, crafts workand ~he open house ~nd
shops, and an apple pie
preVIew takes pl~ce In the
making contest. For grown- art museum ~t~rtIng .at 8
ups, there will be cooking pm. The exhIbIt continues
lessons using Maine foods through November 20.
and demonstrations of
Museum hours are Tuesgardening, farming and
day-Friday, 10 am-4 pm,
homesteading skills. The
Saturday, 10 am-S pm and
keynote address, "It Can Be Sunday, 2-5 pm.
Done: Making a Living on a

Acting
For Ad
For Kids,
For You!
':enter for
Perfom1ance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland
774-2776
Beginning
September 19th

If you're in the market for
an orgatron or a "fainting
couch," you are in luck.
The Maine Historical
Society's 3rd Annual Antiques Auction is being
held today at F.O. Bailey
Company Auctioneers, 141
Middle Street in Portland.
The auction benefits the
historical society. It will
cost you no more than
you've got to spend and if
you haven't much money,
at least stop by to find out
whether the "fainting
couch" would look good in
your boudoir. Doors open
at 8:30 am; the auction
begins at 10.
Stressed out? Join Barrence Whitfield and the
Savages for some primal
scream therapy at the Tree
Cafe in Portland. If you
have never heard Barrence,
you are in for a treatrocking sounds, circa the
early '60s, with Barrence
doing lead screams. (If he
still has a voice that is, he
did a lot of screaming last
time we saw him down in
Beantown.) If you have a
lot of energy to spend, this
show is for you.

Friday 9/16
1/2 off vodka drinks
Budweiser $1.05
with a Maine State 10
and student 10

12 7 Middk Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773·33 17

Group Show
through October 31st

~chang~
irT=H=U=RS=O=AY=N=I=G=HT=il
cIub
CORONA
BEER
SPECIAL
29 exchange sf.

September 15,

14

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

ALso SPORTING NEW $80 'DO

Freddie Fender
_Moving to Maine?
ThUt8day 9.15

YOUNG FRESH

by Michael Hughes

FELWWS $4
Seattle's best original rock band
+lIstlngs must be received at 187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102 one week prior to publication. 775+6601.

Friday 9.16

I
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The Week of the M·Movles Due
to a shortage of space and a shortage
of interest in movies which have been
playing all summer, this week we are
only running briefs for the movies we
recommend or are new in town . Why
most of theire movies start with the letter M, we haven't been able to divine
yet. If you're reading ahead to find out
what the movie 'Big" or "Who Framed
Roger Rabbit· is about, .recommends
you come out of the fog.
Betrayed Costa Gavras ("Missing") directed this movie about white
supremacists in Middle America. Fantastic performances by Debra Winger
and Tom Berenger. Their characters
are credible and complex, but the plot
seems a bit far fetched at times. However, a an uncanny realism commands
several scenes in the film in which the
racism and violence is powerful and all
too believable (R). At the Nickelodeon :
1:10, 3A5, 7, 9:30 and at Cinema City:
7, 9 with weekend mats at 1, 3.

Pfeiffer discovers that Mr. Big of the
Mob, played by Dean Stockwell, won't
let her break her ties with the mob so
easily because he wants to get in her
pants. Pfeiffer escapes to the Lower
East Side pursued by a determined
F.B.1. cop (Matthew Modine), who ends
up falling for Pfeiffer. What's great
about the movie is not the plot, but the
atmosphere - tacky. The film has received mixed reviews; people either
love it or hate it. Stanley Kaufman of
The New Republic panned it. Terrence
Rafferty , Pauline Kael's underling at
the New Yorker, loved it. CBW editor
Monte Paulsen thought of writing to
Demme to accuse him of selling out,
but I loved it See it for yoursell and
decide. At the Nickelodeon: 1, 3:30,
7:30,9:30 and at Cinema City : 7, 9.

• • •

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
774-t022
Moon Over Parador
1,3:10,5:15,7:25,9:35
A Ffsh Called Wanda
12:45,3,5:10,725,9:40
Bambi
1 pm only
Cocktail
1,3,5,7'15, 920
Who Framed Roger Rabbft
12:45,255,5,7:10,9:20
Bfg
1,3:10,5:20,7.30,9:40
Stealing Home
3:10,5:10,7:25,9:35

Nickelodeon

Bull Durham is back by popular demand or returning to Portland because
there is a conspiracy going on to deny
us the new movies opening everywhere
else. Bull Durham is a good movie
about baseball and sex. See it if you
haven't seen it yet. We saw it months
ago (R) . At the Nickelodeon : 1, 3:10,
7:10,9:20.
Children of Paradise Classic French
film about love, fidelity and betrayal. At
The Movies: Sep 14-16 at 8; Sep 17 at
2:30,8 .
A Fish Called Wanda This is a
funny movie and if you can 't laugh at it
there is something wrong with you.
Even this frazzled staff got a kick out
of it. (One friend of CBW took our recommendation, saw the movie, didn't
like it and is still struggling to figure
what may have gone wrong in her psycho-sexual development.) Fantastic
performances by Jamie Lee CurtiS and
John Cleese. And Kevin Kline plays a
man so stupid and sick, that he comes
off as brilliant. The plot: four jewel
thieves steal some diamonds but nobody in the team has any intention of
sharing the spoils with the others .
.recommends ... (R). At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 12:45, 3, 5:10, 7:25, 9AO .
Late Summer Blues A story about a
group of Israeli teenagers, which lakes
place the summer before they are inducted inlo the army. The film considers the purpose of the war being fought
and how long it will go on . At The
Movies: Sep 18 at 1,3,7,9; Sep 19-20.
at 7, 9.

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
Midnight Run
1, 3, 7:40, 9:50
Young Gun"
1:20, 3:30, 7:20, 9:40
TUcker
1:30,3:40,7,9:10
Married to the Mob
1, 3:30,7:30,9:30
Betrayed
1:10, 3:45, 7, 9:30
Bull Durham
1,3:10,7:10,9:20

The Movies
10 Exchange, Portland
772-9600
Mr Hulot's Holiday
Wed-Sat at 6:30; Sat mat at 1 pm
Children 01 Paradise
Wed -Sat at 8; Sat mat at 2:30 pm
Late Summer Blues
Sum mat at 1,3, Sun-Tue at 7, 9
My Life as a Dog
Wed-Sat at 7, 9; Sat-Sun mat at 1 pm

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
(MOVies are not scheduled at press time:
call ahead to confirm limes)
Young Guns
7:15,9:15 also at 1:15, 3:15 on Sa-Su
Mac and Me
Sa-Su at 1, 3
Mightmare on Elm Street IV
7:15, 9:15 also at 1:15, 3:15 on Sa-Su
Married to The Mob
7,9
Betrayed
7, 9 also 1, 3 on Sa-Su
Coming To America
7, 9 also at 1, 3 on Sa-Su

rock.roll
Young Fresh Fellows Sep 15 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441 .
Stygian Sep 15 at Geno's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
Jack Smith and the Rockabilly
Planet Sep 16 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland . 774-1441.
The Lost Pilots with Holy Bones and
the Ultraviolets Sep 16 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Broken Men Sep 16-17 at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
T.H. & The Wreckage Sep 16-17 at
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland.
774-5246.
Knife
Dance with Anastasia
Screamed and the Ultraviolets Sep 17
at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
761-2506.
Treat Her Right with Pulltoy Sep 18 at
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441 .
Rod Stewart Sep 19, 7:30 pm at the
Civic Center. Tickets are $17.50 in
advance, $18 .50 day of the show.
Tickets are available at the box office
and at all Ticketron outlets.
Barbecue Killers Sep 20 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
David Drew Sep 22 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
The Band That Time Forgot Sep
24 and 31 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886
G.G, Turner Sep 22 at Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Jensons Sep 23-23 at the Dry Dock,
80 Commercial , Portland. 774-3550 .
Kopterz Sep 23-24 at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516 .
Barrence Whitfield and the
Savages Sep 24 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth , Portland. 774-1441.

Red Light Revue plays sWing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's , 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Mr, Thing and the Professional
Human Beings Sep 16-17 at the Dry
Dock, 80 Commercial, Portland.
774-3550.
Neil Nighllife Show Sep 16-17 at
J.R. Flannagan 's, 144 Main, Saco. 2821617.
UpseUers Sep 23-24 at Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland . 774-5246.

.b I u e s
J J Cale Sep 23 at Raoul 's, 865 Forest,
Portland. 773-6886.
Duke Robillard Sep 23 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
George Leh and the Rockln'
Shoes Sep 23-24 at J.R. Flannagan's,
144 Main, Saco. 282- 1617.
Blues Jam every Monday night at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.
773-6886.

Evening Star
Tontine Mall, Brunswick
729-5486
Young Guns
call for times

• • •

Married to the Mob Michelle Pfeiffer, Matthew Medine and Dean Stockwell star in Jonathan Demme's
("Swimming to Cambodia" "Something
Wild") latest film . • recommends ...
Michelle Pfeiffer plays a small-time
mobster's wife, who wants a divorce
and finds herself a widow instead.
Thinking she is now free of Mobland,

IllllSite

Moon Over Parador Richard Dreyfuss, Raul Julia and Sonia Braga star in
this comedy about a man (Dreyfuss)
who has been asked to impersonate
the leader of some fictional equatorial
country . • recommends, because it's
still the only new movie in town. At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: t, 3:10, 5:15,
7:25,9:35.
Mr Hulol's Holiday Hey, it's French,
it's a classic and it's funny if you like
slapstick. At The Movies: Sep 14-16 at
6:30; Sep 17 at 1, 6:30.
My Life as a Dog .recommends this
movie if you haven't already seen it.
You can't help but be charmed by this
story about a twelve-year-old boy who
is sent from home for the first time while
his mother is ill. It's cute and it's warm
but is it worth seeing over and over
again? At The Movies: Sep 21-23 at 7,
9; Sep 24 at 1, 7, 9; Sep 25 at 1.

reggae.
Plate 0' Shrimp Sep 17 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Ernie Osborn Sep 20, 4:30-6:30 pm at
the Campus Center, USM Portland .
Free. 780-4090.
Reggae Dance Party every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland.Thu, house
music and new music. Frr-Sat, eclectic
dance mix. Sun , request night. Mon ,
house music. Wed, chern free dancing
to new wave. 773-8187.
Exchange Club, 29 Exchange, Portland. OJ and dancing Thursday through
Sunday. Now showing music videos .
773-0300.

Tree Cafe , 45 Danforth, Portland.
Dance Party Mondays at 8 pm. No
cover. 774-1441.
J"R. Flannagan's, 144 Main, Saco.
Dancing Thursdays with DJ Greg
Powers. 282-1617.

OFF-OFF-OFF-OFF-OFF-OFF-OFF BROADWAY

JACK SMITH &THE

Peaks glory days return

ROCKABILLY PLANET $4
Saturday 9.17

PLATE 0' SHRIMP $5

folk.acoustic
Travlsphere Sep 15 at Horsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Martin Gibson Sep 16, 9 pm at The
Pub, Moulton Union, BowdOin College,
Brunswick.
Tone Boys Sep 16 at Horsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501 .
Danny Beal & Earl Bigelow Sep
16-17 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt 302,
N Windham . 892-2221.
Bob Franke Sep 17, 8 pm at the First
Parish Church, Congress, Portland.
Tickets are $8 at the door, $6 in
advance. For more information, call
773-9549.
Tom
Priozzoll
Sep 20 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
Ric
Roy
Duo Sep 21 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
John Fahey Sep 22 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Who Knows Sep 22 at Horsefeathers,
t93 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Scott Folsom Sep 23-24 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham .
892-2221 .
Christine Lavin with the Rude Girls
Sep 24 at the Portland Performing Arts
Center. Showtime is 8 pm . nckets are
$11 . For more Information, call 7740465 .

Sunday 9.18
RCA Recording Artists

TREAT HER RIGHT $5
WITH PUILTOY
Monday 9.19

MONDAY MOVIES
Russell Turner greets the well-coiffed Freddie Fender,

Tuesday 9,21)

BARBECUE KILLERS
FREE ADMISSJO~
Wedne5day 9.21
An evening of prose and poetry with

JIM CARROLL
auUtor of"I'he Basketball Diarie5' and

'Forced Entries' wiUt music by Eric Wood

$6 in advancel $8 at Ute door
Thursday 9.22

Lany Vaughn presents

David Drew

$3

WATCH FOR:
Duke Rooillard 9.23
Barrence Whitfield 9.24
Taylor Made 9.25
Tommy Conwell and The Young Rumblers 9.27

45 Danforth

Io:t ...

""t

Portland

Sources in Portland's entertainment community are buzzingoverthe possible takeoverof
Raoul's Roaaside Attraction by
well-known show business personality Freddie Fender.
Fender, best known for his hit
songs "Wasted Days and Wasted
Nights" and "Until the Next
Teardrop Falls," has been seen
repeatedly at the Forest Ave. hot
spot. Fender appeared a t Raoul's
back in June, and seems quite
interested in making Raoul'sinto
a Freddie Fender Dine & Dance
Club,
Ace business reporter Walter
Pinchell caughtup with Freddie
recently and got a qualified "yes"
when aske<f if there was any
truth to the takeover rumor, "The

food is great, I love the chili,
and how can you beat their en"
tertainment? stated Fender,
Fender, in his characteristic
Tex-Mexoutfit, also mentioned
how he and Raoul go back many
years and how they both fell in
love with the same woman Carmelita.
When asked aboutCannelita,
Fender only rolled his eyes.
Fender said his immediate
plans are to stick around town
to catch some upcoming shows
at Raoul's, induding Eight to
the Bar September 15, Broken
Men September 16 and 17, John
Fahey Septcmber 22, and the
show Fender is most excited
about, J.J. Cale September 23,

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

j.zz
Eight to The Bar Sep 15 at Rac.ul's,
865 Forest, Portland . 773-6886.
Randy Bean & Company Sep 16,8
pm at Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston . Big Band music of Jerome
Kern, Irving Berlin and Duke Ellington .
nckets are $81$5. For advance reservations, call 786-6135.
Bellamy Jazz Sep 17 aboard thE
Longfellow Cruise Lines. Departs from
Long Wharf, Portland at 7:30 pm . Ticket:
$12.50.774-3578.
AI Corey and his Orchestra Sep
17, 8 pm at the Chocolate Church , 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $10 and
$8 for seniors and students. For more
information, call 442-8455.
Joe McGovern Quartet Sep 20 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
Tim Sessions Sep 22, 4:30-6 :30 pm
at the Campus Center, USM Portland.
Free. 780-4090.

Oriental Rugs

UNBEATABLE
PRICES
3xS" $38.00
4x6" $60.00
6x9" $138.00
8xlO - $205.00
9x12" $275,00
Also four additional
dhurrie lines
Handwoven Wool Dhurries

classic.1
The Block Ensemble Sep 16, 8 pm.
woodwind quintet will perform works by
Danzi, Hindemith and others . Corthell
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. Tickets
$71$4 . For more information, call 7805555.
Blue Fire: The piano of Bayca
Voronietzky will air on MPBN television Sep 17, 8 pm. University of Maine
faculty member will perform works for
solo piano by Beethoven, Haydn, J.S.
Bach and Chopin.
Shanghai Quartet Sep 17,8:15 pm
at Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston. Can for program. For advance
reservations, call 786-6 I 35.
Boy Singers of Maine open their
10th Anniversary Season Sep 17, 11
am at the Inauguration of Mercy Hospital's Child Care Center, Brackett St,
Portland.
Soprano Karen Chapman will perform selections from "Songs of the Auvergne" by 20th century French composer Joseph Canteloube. Sep 20 .
12'30 pm at in Olin Concert Hall, Bates
College , Lewiston. Free. For more Information, call 786-6135.
Sixteenth century Spanish mu"
sic Sep 23, 7:30 pm . Alexander Smith
performs works by Milan, Narvaez, Mudarra, and Fuenllana at the Chapel,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

Restaurant and Tavern

Dhurries

Sept. 16 &17

Steve Howel
&The Wolve

j,

Sept. 23 &24

ffbre

JIEM§rDJM§
Rockin'The Dock
Surnmer'88
FEATURING:
-The Jensons
-The Kopterz
- Little Frankie and The Premiers
- Mr, Thing and The
Professional Human Beings

Best food on the Waterfront
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd,. Route 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600

.J!BD~lE + + .....

H_o_urs_:_10_-s_Tu_es_.-_s_at_,_ _ _....

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON."FRI

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
~~~~~~;t~~~u 84 Commercial Street
~
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Tn his own modest way, Michael Kelley is hoping to restore the theatrical glory that
was Peaks Island.
Kelley, a tugboat operator in
New York City, is working with
the Peaks Island Lions Club and
Casco Bay Lines to stage a series of dinner show lobster
bakes on Peaks Island on Friday and Saturday, September
16 & 17, and on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, September
22,23 & 24.
The show, Broadway Noise, or
Dinner Theater With a Twist, is
"a musical revue with
everybody's favorite show
tunes," says Kelley. The event
is being staged at Greenwood
Gardens by the Portsmouth
Academy of the Performing
Arts, or PAPA, a Portsmouthbased non-profit group under
the direction of Roy and Eileen
Rogorson. PAPA's Tad Allyn
Doyle, a very funny and
sizeable vocalist, leads the cast
of eight, and for the Friday
shows he leads singalongs following the meals and performances.

A little bit of informal market
research, mostly in the form of
conversations with old-time
Peaks Islanders, led Kelley to
the realization that Peaks had
once been the summer theater
capital of Maine. In fact, the
island's nickname of" Arcady"
was coined by off-season
Broadway actors who, like film
director John Ford, came to
Peaks for rest and relaxation in
the summer months,
But Peaks' activity as a theatrical and entertainment center
began long before the bright
lights and big cities drove the
pros to seek st,!ace there. In the
1880s and 1890s, Peaks sported
the Forest City Skating Rink,
which was converted to the
beautiful little Gem Theater
during the Spanish-American
War, and Greenwood Park,
which was the local Coney Island.
By all accounts, the motivating force of the Peaks Island
summer theater scene was
Bartley McCullum, a Portlandborn actor/manager who took
over the Peaks Island Pavilion
in 1889. McCullum used local
How did a tugboat operator amateurs for his first few seafrom the Big Apple come to be sons, but in 1891 he began to
a flak for dinner theater on Little draw from the pool of New
Peaks?
York's finest theater and vaudeActually, Kelley isa long-time ville profeSSionals, Renaming
Casco Bay wharf rat. Over the his troupe the New York Comcourse of thirteen years, he pi- edy Company, McCullum was
loted his way up through jobs essentially the P.T. Barnum of
sweeping docks and working summer stock in the area.
as a deck hand to captaining . "Those were the palmy days,"
ferries before becoming opera- wrote Herbert Jones in The Isles
tions manager for Casco Bay of Casco Bay, "when thousands
Lines. Kelley's modest en- of drama lovers were transtrepreneurial streak came to ported to Peaks by members of
light when, after leaving the the old bay fleet, Forest City,
lines to pilot tugs three years 5.5. Spring, Greenwood, Emita
ago, he was approached by the and Forest Queen. Michael
Peaks Island Lions Club to help Kelley says that older islanders
with their lobster bakes.
tell him that there were over
"I had worked with them 800 hotel rooms on Peaks durputting these bakes together ing its heyday as a summer enbefore I left, and I guess they tertainment mecca.
weren't too happy with the way
For Broadway Noise, Kelley
things had gone since," hesays. decided to revive the theater at
"SolastsummerIbegan book- Greenwood Gardens, a fouring these bakes for the Lions, acre site which is home to the
who own Greenwood Gar- 250-seat Island Playhouse, a
dens."
facility that has languished all
but unused since it went dark
in 1953, Last winter, a suggestion from an acquaintance led
Kelley to PAPA, where he met
its founders, Roy and Eileen

Rogorson, Before forming
PAPA, Roy, a pianist had directed Johnny Mathis' orchestra. Eileen, a dancer, had been
one of television's ori-ginal
Mousketeers,
Kelley and the Rogorsons
agreed to share costs for minor
renovations to the theater, already begun by the Lions, and
they negotiated special ferry
cruises with Casco Bay lines for
the lobster bake shows.
Alternating a week piloting
tugs in New York with a week
at home in South Portland with
his wife and family, Kelley is
delighted that his venture is
about to take off, Th2 Peaks
Island Lions Club is also delighted that the bakes are about
to hit the boards.
"The Lions are all volunteers,
and these lobster bakes are their
main revenue makers," Kelley
says, "and they do good works
with the money - things like
high school scholarships and
assistance to senior citizens on
the Island, Last year was their
best season, and we hope to top
it this year.
"But there's just a little bit of
a built-in conflict with the business," he admitted. "Most of
the members are senior citizens.
They all want to work the bakes,
bu t after about forty bakes their
wives have become like football widows. Everybody looks .
forward to the end of the season.
The ferry for Broadway Noise
departs the new Casco Bay
Lines terminal on Thursday and
Saturday at 6 pm. On Friday,
the boat leaves at 6:30.
Showtime, following the meal,
is at 8 pm. Departure from the
island is at 9:40 on Thursday
and Saturday, and 10:45 on
Friday. The cost is $29.25, which
covers the round-trip boat
ticket, a lobster dinner, and the
show. For more information,
call Michael Kelley at 772-3799
or 799-8307.
Michael Hughes played a gig at the
Regiment Hall on Peaks Island last
weekend and now he thinks he's a real
islander - but he still hasn't figured out
how to hold on and twist his end of the
ferry ticket stub.

September 15,

PI.nl.t Ev. Vlrsik makes her American debut at the Portland Symphony
season opener Sep 24. Works performed include Chopin's Piano Concerto No. I, Corigliano's "Promenade
Overture: and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 ("Pathetique") Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Showtime is 8 pm .
TIckets $8-$21. For more information,
call 773-8191.

,,

Bro.dw.y Nol •• A Musical review by
the Portsmouth Academy of Performing
Arts Sap 15-17, 22-24 at the Peaks Island Greenwood Gardens Dinner Theater. Choice 01 Down East lobster
bake, chicken or steak barbecue
prepared by Peaks Island lions Club.
Boat transportation provided by Casco
Bay lines. Departure time is 6 pm on
Thu and Sat, 6:30 on Fri. Tickets are
$29.25, which includes theater, dinner
and transportation. Tickets are tax
deductible. For more information, call
772-3799 or 799-8307.
All Singing All D.ncing All Con"
c.mad '88 Sap 16-17 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center. Presented by
the AIDS Project. Dozens of performers. Friday night keynote speaker, Zain
Blair. Saturday night the show Will be
opened by Mrs. Guy Gannett Hawley,
Honorary Chairperson of the Resource
Committee. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets
are $15 and are available at the PPAC
Box Office, The AIDS Project,
Amadeus Music, Underground, Entre
Nous and Magic Garden.
Political .atiri.t Barry Crimina
performs Sap 16, 9 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Hypnotist James Mapes performs
Sap 17,8:30 pm at Kresge AuditOrium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tickets
are $2.
Th. Hot Shot. Show tunes, comedy
and 40s nostalgia Sep 23, 8 pm at the
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington,
Bath . Tickets are $10 and $8 for seniors and students. For more information, call 442-8455.
Audition. for The Theater Project's
four season productions Sap 14-15 at
The Theater Project , 14 School,
Brunswick. This season's productions
include "Greater Tuna: "A Shayna
Maidel: "TIlbury Town" and "The Tempest." Auditions begin at 7 pm. People
interested in auditioning should send or
bring resume, and prepare two contrasting audition pieces . One of the
pieces may be something mimed or developed improvisationally. For more
information, call 729-8584.
Portl.nd B.llet Comp.ny will hold
its annual open auditions for "The
Nutcracker" on Sap 17, t -3 pm at the
Portland Ballet studios, 341 Cumberland , Portland. Character auditions for
adults, 1-1 :30 pm; Ballet - adults and
children (at least 8 years old), 1:302:15; Advanced pointe dancers, 2:15-3
pm . for more information, call 772Cr •• tlv. mov.m.nt th •• t.r
cia •••• for children. Nine week sessions on Tuesdays or Wednesdays
starting Sep 27 . Taught by Jackie
Reifer and John Saccone at the Theater of Fantasy. Fee: $50. For more
information, call 761 -2508.
Th •• t.r CI..... for .dult. Improvisation, mime & movement.
Wednesdays starting Sap 28. Taught
by John Saccone at the Theater of
Fantasy. Fee: $50. For more information, call 761-2508.
Conc.rt tlck.t. in exchange for
derical wor!< at the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Someone is needed a few
hours a week to help With mailings and
light typing. You can set your own
schedule and any training necessary
will be provided on the job. For more information, call the Center for Voluntary
Actian at 874-1015.
Acting CI..... for children and
adults at the Center for Performing
Studies. Classes begin Sep 19. For
more information, call 774-2776.

Sea F.ir Maine Audubon Society is
looking for volunteers to help with the
running of the fair which will take place
Oct 2 at the Maine Maritime Museum in
Bath. You can earn free admission to
the fair and a 10% discount at the MAS
store by working in sales, as a "runner"
and by helping set up on Oct 1. For
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

In the W.t.r Bo.t Show Sep 1518 at the Spring Point Marina, S Portland. Power and sail boats and a
chance to see the lightship Nantucket
while you are in the neighborhood
Hours are Thu-Sat, 10 am-7 pm and
Sun, 10 am-5 pm . AdmiSSion IS $3.7S
for adults, $1.50 for children ages 14
and under.
Greek Heritage Fe.tival Sap 16-18
at the Expo Center in Portland.
Authentic Greek cuisine, arts, crafts,
music and dancing. Fri-Sat, 11 am-5
pm; Sun, 11 am-6 pm. Live music on Fri
and Sat night. For more information,
call 774-0281 .
Antique Show Sep 16-18 at the Armory in S Portland. Sponsored by the
Women's Committee of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra. Preview party on
Friday at 6 pm . The show is open on
Sat, 10 am- 6 pm and Sun, 11 am- 5 pm.
Common Ground Country F.lr
Sep 23-25 In Windsor Fairgrounds.
Sponsored by the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association Gates
open at 9 am. Tickets $4/adults,
$2/children and elders. For more information, call 623-S115.
Cumberland Fair Sep 23-Oct 1 at the
Cumberland County Fairgrounds.
Antiqu •• Auction Sep 24 to benefit
the Maine Historical Society at F.O.
Bailey Company Auctioneers , 141 Middle, Portland. It will cost you no more
than you've got to spend. For more information, call 774-1822.

Portland Museum of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland . Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-S; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9 . Current exhibits : Odilon Redon, French impressionist, symbolist (through Oct 16).
Photographer Andre Kertesz (19121985) "Diary of Light." (Sep 2-Oct 30).
775-6148
Good Egg Cafe, 70S Congress.
Portland. Works on paper by Lori Austill
through Oct 2. 773-1801.
Jeana D.le Bearce, A Retrospective Current exhibit at the
Chocolate Church Art Gallery, 804
Washington, Bath. Opening reception
Sep 16, S-7 pm. (through Oct 4) Hours:
Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, 12-4 pm. 4428455.
Walter Kuhn Gallery, River Rd,
Cape Neddick. IIluslralions by F.R.
Gruger and a seleclion of political
edilorial cartoons (Sep 21-0ct 30)
Hours: Wed-Sun, 10 am-4 pm. 3634139.
Broderson's Best Award-winning
advertising at the Payson Gallery of
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland. Sap
c3-Nov 6. Hours: Tue-Thu, 10 am-4 pm ,
Thu 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, I-S pm 7979S46.
Harlem Renai •• ance: Art of
Black Am.rica Bowdoin College
Museum of Art, Brunswick Sep 24-Nov
19. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; Sat, 10
am-5 pm; Sun , 2-5 pm
I.olationism and International"
ism: American Art 1917-1941 Bowdoin
College Museum of Art, Brunswick. Exhibit continues through Oct 2 Hours:
Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm ; Sat, 10 am-5 pm ;
Sun, 2-S pm .
Portland artist Jack Welch exhibits his sculptures and assemblages
at Dean Velentgas Galley, 60 Hampshire, Portland. (Through Oct 6.) Hours ·
Thu, 5-9 pm; Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm . 7742042.
Vantage Points Images from a Much
Too Tall White Woman is an exhibition
of paintings by Maine artist Rebecca
Wagstaff at the Portland PubliC Library
in Monument Square. Hours : Mon,
Wed, Fri, 9 am-6 pm ; Tue, Thu, 12 - 9
pm and Sat, 9 am-5 pm 773-4761 .
The Art Event Presented by LA Arts
and Bates College Museum of Art at the
Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston (Sep 8-24). Works of 30 artists in a
variely of media. Live auction will take
place on Sap 25 and will include brunch
and music by the Brad Terry Jazz
Quartet. Tickets for Sep 25 are
available through LA Arts a1782-7228.
New Work by Frederick Lynch at
the Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free, Portland. Also at the gallery a large
selection of 19th and early 20th
cenlury American paintings . Hours :
Weekdays, 10 amoS pm, Sat, 12-4 pm.
Student Show A iuried exhibition of
work by returning Portland School of Art
students at the Baxter Gallery, 619
Congress, Portland . Hours : Mon-Fri, 10
am- 5 pm; Thu until 7 pm; Sun, 11 am- 4
pm. 775-3052.
Spring Point Pottery, 5 Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appointment or chance 767-1350.
Pari. Int.rnational Print Group at
the Congress Square Gallery, 594
Congress, Portland Hours : Mon-Sat,
10 am-8 pm. 774-3369.
Neil Drobni., blown and sand-casted
glass forms. Stein Gallery, 20 Milk,
Portland. (Sap 14-Nov 8) Hours: MonSat, 11 am-5:30 pm. 772-9072.

Art Gall.ry at Six D.arlng,
Portland. Paintings of Monhegan artist
Joanne Scott. Open House on Sap 10,
11 am-5 pm. 772-960S.
Gall.ry 127 127 Middle Portland.
Group show - Charles E. Martin's original New Yor!<er magazine covers, walercolors by Graydon Mayer and new
egg tempera paintings by John
Delinger. Also· Diana Archadipone,
Lynne Drexler, Alex Gnidzeijko, Glenn
Graffelman, Eric Green, John Hultberg,
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis,
Nick Snow, John Swan, Michael Walerman and Gina Werfel. (through Oct
1.) 773-3317.
Main. Art: A New Perspective at
the Seamen's Club, One Exchange,
Portland. Group show of local Maine
Artists. (Through Sep 20.) 772-7311 .
Photogr.ph.
by
Charle.
Melcher at Raffle's Cafe Bookstore,
55S Congress, Portland. 761-3930.
Strolling in Babylon Exhibition of recent egg tempera and gouache paintings, artists books, and mixed media
works by Abby Shahn . Exhibit
continues throug f. Oct 1. Hobe Sound
Galleries North, One Milk, Portland
Hours: Tue-Sat, 10:30 am- S pm.
773-2755.
Boston Arti.t. Katy Helman and
John Tricomi show their new paintings
at the AREA Gallery at the Campus
Center at USM Portland. (through Oct
29) Hours: Weekdays, 8 am-l 0:30 pm,
Sat-Sun, 12-5·30 pm. 78-4090.
Main. Hi.torlcal Society 485
Congress, Portland "Portland's Lost
Youth," sketches of Portland from before the fire of 1886 by Charles O.
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
through Oct 31. Hours: Tue-Fri, 9-5.
Thu unlil7. 774-1822.
Nancy Margoli. Gallery 367 Fore ,
Portland. Jewelry, glass, furniture, and
ceramics by several artists. Hours :
Man-Sat, 10-9; Sun, 11-5. 775-3822.
Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S
Route I, Falmouth. Exhibit of photographs by Edward o. Richscheidt of
Old Orchard Beach. (through Sep)
Hours: Man-Sat, 9 am-5 pm 781-2330

SELECTIONS
FROM

A
September 16-17
Belamy Jazz Band
7:30-9:30p,m.
$12.50 per person

Course in
Miracles

September 24
Royal River PFtilharmonic Jazz Band
7:30-9:3Op.m.
$12.50 per person

September 23
Express Big Band
7:30-10:3up.m.
$15.00 per person

by Joan Price

September 30
Band
7.30-9.3Op.m.
$12.50 per person

Bel~y ~azz

THE FIRST KISS IS THE KILLER

SEPTEMBER Every Sunday thru Thursday
The Steamboat Trio 7:30-9:3Op.m.
$12.50 per person

Men wrho lust too much

LONGFELLOW
CRUISE LINE

A New Age Bookstore
10 Exchange Street, Portland
207-772-8949
Mon-Sat. 11:00-5:30

No.1 Long Wharf (at the base of Exchange St.) Portland -(207)

Thursday 9/15-LADIES NIGHT!
$1_50 Well Drinks-WILD TURKEY BAND

FRI9/16

The Hummingbirds
SAT 9/17

TH E FO
L,Bl,ia;
D.J. Request Nig ~

WED 9121

51 York Street

Short Cour.e on Art. M.nage"
ment Sep 15-16 at the Hilltop House in
Ellsworth and Sep 29-30 at UM Farmington. Leaders are from the Arts Extension Service of UMass Amherst.
Course covers grant Writing, audience
development and special problems of
rural areas. For more information, call
626-3277.
Architacture of Mu •• um. Sep
21, 10: 15 am The second of a five-part
series "Museums: Collections, Archi tecture, and Historic Houses" offered
by the Portland Museum of Art. Architectural historian Kenneth Severens will
discuss the architeclure of 20th
cenlury museums. The classes are $7
each for museum members and $8 for
non-members; $30 for members for the
entire series, $35 for non-members. To
register, call 775-6148.
Gallery talk Sep 21, 1 pm and Sep 25,
3 pm In the Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. "Looking
atlfor America: Visions of Arlists between the World Wars." The talk is free
and open to the public.
Slide presentation and lecture
on Sep 21 , 7:30 pm by artist Michael
TImpson, in conjunction With his sitespecific installation "Bearing the Rabbil: in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, BrunSWick.
Gallery talk Sep 23 at 12:30 pm .
"Artists and patrons" is the title of this
talk given Docent Jean Baxter at the
Portland Museum of Art , Congress
Square.
Antecedent. and Reflections
on the Ha.lem Renaissance is
the tOPIC of a lecture being given in
conjunction with the opening of the exhibit "The Harlem Renaissance: The Art
01 Black America" at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art on Sep 23, 7·30 pm
in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College ,
Brunswick.
Public lecture at the Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress. On Sep 22, 7 pm,
metalsmith Patncia Daunis-Dunning will
speak. Free. For more information, call
775-3052.

Italian Tapestry
In deep, rich, antique colors adds texture and ,Pattern
to our Urban Tote. The Urban Tote (19"x15 x5") is
roomy enough to carry a day's worth of gear. We
.
make it in sturdy
/4;;;'-;~1I
canvas with leather
grips and base. The
tapestry front panel
is a deeply gussetted,
zippered compartment
tnat is big enough for
legal size file folders.
For "hands free"
carrying it also has
an adjustable
shoulder strap.

$64.50

Stygian with special guests
FRIDAY 9/16

The Lost Pilots from Boston
with The Holy Bones plus The Ultraviolets
SATURDAY 9/17

Knife Dance on tour from Clev,eland
with Anastasia Screamed plus The Ultravlolets
LGGK FOR: Plan 9 from Rhode Island Oct. 15
EVERY WEDNESDAY: SLAID & CLEAVES HOST OPEN MIKE NIGHT!
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Book di.cus.ion Sap IS, 10:30 am
at Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland. "Joanna's Husband and David's
Wife" It is nol necessary to have read
the book beforehand. For more informalian, caiI829-3180.
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: Moose Alley continues its lraditional
Wednesday Comedy Night
I
d
fa
',(r, .
I JlU ma e it fiOfiU r, so we re oJJenng YOU

$1.00 off your next show
(eaturing comedians from Slar Search,
J'
b
Sh
nd
f
ff ood 1 . h
0 cr g
on y Wit coupon
\ johnny Carson, 7 e l.etterman ow... a more.
Every Wednesday, Doors open at 8pm, Showtime 8:30pm
I Moose Alley in Portland's Old Port • corner of Milk & Market St.;J
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The Sole of
Gennan
Enginee --

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

m~,.
337 Forest Ave .• Portland, Moine. 207-773-6601
Huge inventory. expert tttting. mailorder nationwide. complete repair service.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear'

Bookstore browsers looking exciting way to go! Then I
forinsightintorelationshipscan looked at that; there's somefind a plethora of books to en- thing nuts about that! I began
lighten them - if they're women. to recognize that the excitement
But for the most part, notes and insanity and the rush of
psychotherapist Jed Diamond, being 'in love' is not love at all."
the male side of the picture has
Diamond and a number of
been neglected. With the em- other psychologists believe that
phasis on women who love too 1 romantic and sexual addictions
much, "we have neglected the are much more common that
other side of the coin - men we realize. Maybe one person
who lust too much." And for in 12 is addicted to sex; many
each woman who is hooked on more are addicted to romance.
searching forromantic intrigue, The symptoms of romantic and
"there is a man who becomes sexual addiction match those
so dependent on a woman that of addictions to drugs, alcohol,
he sacrifices everything to keep and food. They include preocher close."
cupation, patterns of excess,
Diamond, a drug and alcohol loss of control, continuing the
counselor and director of the behavior in spite of negative
California-based Center for consequences, denial, and proProspering Relationships, is a gressiveworseningoftheprobself-confessed recovering ro- lem, and withdrawal sympmantic and sexual addict. His toms when the person attempts
work in the field of drug and to give up the object of the
alcohol addictions made him addiction.
recognize their similarities to
In Diamond's work with
relationshipcompulsions.5ince romantic and sexual addicts,
then, Diamond has become an he discovered they shared a
expert in "addictionology," a common trait of childhoods
new field that looks at the proc- devoid of safety and security.
ess of addiction. His new book Sometimes there was active
about romantic and sexual ad- abuse, more often passive
dictions, "Looking For Love in abuse,and frequently the expeAll the Wrong Places" (G.P. rience of loss,
Putnam's Sons, 1988; $17,95) is Though Diamond's book was
av,ailable in bookstores soon. written for men and women
Diamond sees two basic kinds with addictive relationship
of addictive relationships: 1) patterns, the male perspective
"being hoo ked on a ttachmen t," makes it particular! y hel pfulfor
i.e., being obsessed with a rela- men,
tionship, however bad it might For example, Diamond looks
be; and 2) "being hooked on at how boys are trained to be
attraction," i,e" not being able male. Recalling the nursery
to settle on anyone person, rhyme, "Little girls are made of
always wanting more. He sugar and spice and every thing
knows his subject firsthand, nice. Little boys are made of
having been there himself. "It snips and snails and puppy
was as though I had always dogs' tails," he writes:
had a cord attached to me that "Men are taught that they are
I needed to plug into a woman bad inside, that the goodness
in order to get the power to live. they seek is in the opposite sex,
"I chose this field to deal with hence something that can't be
my own feelings," Diamond developed but must be accontinues. In his first marriage, quired. They come to believe
he was an "attachment junkie," ~hat they must have a woman
clinging to the relationship no III order to have those qualities
matter how bad it got, unwill- they lack,
ing to face it when it was over,
" .. .Itisn'tsurprisingthatmen
suffering withdrawal symp- often feel themselves to be half
toms including suicide when a person. That's a very painful
he had to let go.
state of being, like growing up
From there he became an without anns or legs."
"attraction junkie," hurling The book would be useful for
himself into one sexual encoun- those who think they may have
ter after another. Diamond's a romantic or sexual addiction
t\lrning point came when he thatisinterferingwith,controlfound himself in a lunchtime ling,and/ordamagingti"eway
affair with the wife ofa security they want to live their lives.
guard who carried a gun and Diamond takes the reader by
had almost caught her and her the hand and examines the isprevious lover when he came sues in a non-judgmental, emhome unexpectedly, "I began pathetic, and supportive manthinking, wouldn't that be an ner.Forthosewhoidentifywith
the problem, it is reassuring that
love addiction is common, and
that addicts are neither sick nor

evil but trapped in a maze
searching ineffectively for
safety, security, and self-esteem.
As I read the book, I kept
wondering when Diamond
would get to the solutions.
Although most of the book
defines and explains the problem, its causes, and the resulting conflicts and beha viors, the
short section on solutions
("Getting Free") is direct, helpful, and immediately followable.
Among the steps Diamond
takes his clients through is
making a list of the ways their
love addictions serve tllem, the
posi ti ve aspects, The males'list
may look something like this:
1. Ilove the excitement of the
hunt.
2. I feel totally alive when I'm
with a woman for the first time.
3. My fantasies are like old
friends. I love them.
4. My sexual activities are a
reward for what I have to put
up with my life.
5, I don't have to think about
my problems, I just have to plan
my next romantic adventure.
Diamond writes: "Clients
almost always express tremendous relief when I tell them
they don't have to hate their
addiction in order to move
beyond it. In fact, hating it robs
us of the ability to see it clearly
and to learn what needs the
addiction served in our past.
Rather than ripping it out heartlessly, we can replace it with
something better over time so
that the addiction just fades
away. This is easier said than
done, but it isn't as difficult as
many people make it outto be."
But this isn't entirely a selfhelp book. Diamond gives the
first steps for seeking change,
but he sees a "guide" (therapist, 12-step program, support
group or other) as essential to
the process of changing behavior.
"Looking for Love in All the
Wrong Places" isn't fonnulaic
- Diamond doesn't try to fool
the reader into thinking here's
the foolproof method for overcoming romantic and sexual
addictions. Instead, he wants
to empower the reader via information, not superficial
pseudo-solutions.
"Dan Price writes on books for the
Pacific Sun,
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Cushing Island Tour Sep 17 and 24.
A chance to tour this turn-of-the-cenPortland Boys and Girls Club is
wry community which is usually only
looking for a volunteer to assist in the
accessible 10 residents and their
Quiel Room . The hours are flexible ,
guests $25 fee includes transportation
anytime Tue-Fri , 3-7 pm . Qualifications
and a light box lunch. 9:30 am- l :3O pm.
include a high school diploma and some
For more information, call Greater
experience working with children. Some
Portland Landmarks at 774-5561 .
help with basic homework or assistance
Getting Started: A Fiction
with
simple crall projects may be
Workshop Sap 17, 10 am-3 pm at the
among the responsibilities . For more
Maine Writers Cenler, 19D Mason ,
information, call Ihe Center for Volun Brunswick. Taught by Elizabeth Cooke,
tary Action at 874-1015 .
aUlhor of "Complicity" and teacher of
Women in the Trades Sap 18, 3-S
English and Creative Writing at Waynpm. Support group for women in nonflete School. Sponsored by the Maine
tradilional careers meels on the third
Writers and Publisher Alliance , wilh
Sunday of the month , 3-S pm . For more
fundmg, in part, by the Maine Arls
information, call 797-4801 after 4 pm .
Commission . Cost of the workshop is
Center for Grieving Children is
$30 for MPWA members, $35 for nonlooking for a volunleer to serve as a
members . For more information , call
group facihlator. The cenler helps chil729-6333.
dren work through the loss of a loved
Orlgfns of the Laser : A Textbook
one . The groups' maximum number is
Case of Science, Engineering and Inten . Formal training (25 hours) is produstry. A lecture given by the inventor
vided for you, and the hours are 6-9 pm
of the laser, Charles Townes, Sap 19, 8
on a weeknight. For more informalion ,
pm . Chase Hall Lounge , Bates College,
call the Center for Voluntary Action
Lewiston .
at 874-1015.
Historical Records Workshop
Two-part workshop inlroduces basic Rape Survivors Support Group
The Rape Crisis Center will oHer a suparchival lechniques to curators, librariport group for women who have been
ans, town clerks and anyone interested
sexually assaulled . The ten-week
in maintaining original historical
group will meet on Wednesday
records, Part I on Sap 19, Part II Oct
evenings , 6-7:30 pm beginning on Sap
24, 8:30-4. Maine Historical Society,
21 . Child care is available. Free and
485 Congress, Portland. For more inconfidenlial. Call the center at 774formation, call 774-1822.
3613 for more information or write P.O.
Philosophical Anti-Semitism and
Bex 1371 Portland, ME 04104 .
its Antecedents in German Literature of
Meditation for Women every Mon
the 18th and 19th Century is Ihe topic
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
of a lecture being given by Walter H.
Ave, Porlland. Guided meditation and
Sokel , professor of German and Enritual. For more information, contact the
glish at the University of Virginia Sep
Feminist Spiritual Community at
19. 7:30 pm in Wentworth Hall, Bewdoin
773-2294 .
College, Brunswick.
Th. AIDS Project , 48 Deering, PortJung Seminar Sep 20, 4 pm in Masland, lisls many support groups around
sachusetts Hall, Bowdoin College,
Portland for PWAs and the lovers,
Brunswick. This week's topic is "The
caregivers and friends of PWAs For
Archelypal Wisdom of MOlher Earth:
more information, call 774 -6877.
Eco-feminism, and the Greening of the
Enerjoy
Aerobic classes at 10 different
Anima •
locations throughout Greater Portland .
Tracking the Soul Through NaClasses ongoing New sessions begin
tura is the title of a lecture being given
Sap 12. $4 per class . E r more informaby Walter R. Chrislie , assislant chief of
tion , 797-0484
psychialry and direclor of oulpatient
Danceworks Fitness Classes In
services al Maine Medical Cenler. Sep
the Public Safety Building Gym, Port20, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium ,
land. Classes include calisthenics,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
choreographed dance and body sculpJim Carroll Sep 21 An evening of
tUring with free weights. Mon and Thu ,
prose and poetry by Ihe aUlhor of
5'30-7 pm . $4 per class . For more in"Forced Enlries' and "The Baskelball
formation, call 846-6030.
Diaries: $6 in advance , $8 at the door.
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforlh , Porlland .
774-1441.
Historic Preservation at Victorian Mansion Sep 22, 5'30-7 pm .
This lour includes parts of Ihe mansion
nor usually open to Ihe public and includes a discussion of pasl and future
resloralion projecls . $5. For more in formation, call 7-74-5561 .
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride evMain. Youth Center is looking for
ery Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles.
volunteers to do one-on-one lUIoring in
Meel al Pal's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarreading, spelling, malh and GED prepaborough. After ride join the group for a
ration. The students are teenagers ,
pizza . For more information , call
trying to get a handle on some basic
799-108S.
school work. You will need patience,
Wildlife of Northern New Hamp.
friendliness and maturity rather than
shire Sep 16- 18. Three-day exploadvanced academic Iraining 10 gel Ihe
ration of Lake Umbagog in search of
job done well. For more information, call
wildlife with the Appalachian Mountain
Ihe Center for Volunlary Aclion al
Club . For reservations , call 603874-1015.
466-2727.
Low Tid. Walk Sep 17, 9 am at Kettle
Cove, Cape Elizabeth . Led by Gulf of
Maine Aquarium 's education director,
this is a chance to learn about the marine plants and animals you will find as
you stroll along the rocky shore . Free
for members , $3 for non-m embers ,
Reservations are required, call 7722321.
, Bald Mountain Hike Sep 18. A halfday family group trip to th e summit of
Family Crisis Shelter is looking for
Bald Mountain near Weld Sierra Club.
volunteers to work wilh ballered women
For more information, call 685-9012 .
and children. Many direct service opOrienteering Workshop Map readportunities available . Training begins
ing, baSIC compass reading, map &
Sap 26. For more information, call 874compass orientation, route selection
1198.
and route finding in unknown lerrain A
V.t.rans of Peace monthly meet3-hour session will be held at L.L. Bean
ing. Sep 15 at 7 pm . Warren Westbrook
in Freeport on Sep 18 and Oct 2. For
Congregational Church , 810 Main ,
more informalion, call 86S-4761 x 7800.
Westbrook. Speaker. Open to the public, For more information , call 797-2770 . Sunday River Whitecap Bush.
whack Sap 24 with the Sierra Club.
Downtown Planning Forum Sep
The trip is five miles long, bul gOing
15, 4-6 pm at the Portland Public lithrough the woods is more difficult than
brary. The lopic of this discussion is
hiking on a trail. For more information ,
city services. For information packet,
call 645-3677.
contact the Portland Planning Office at
City Hall, 775-5451 room 211 .
PeaceWalk 88 10-kilometer walks all
around Maine on Oct 16 10 promote a
variety of peace issues. Interesled
parties may contact PeaceWalk 88 at
773-1782 for further information, to
sign up for walk, to sponsor walkers , or
to volunteer with a variety of activities
both in the weeks prior to the walks and
on the day of the event.
Polic. Chl.f Michael Chitwood
and Portland Area legislators will be the Coif Tournement to benefit the
Kidney Foundation Sap 16, 12:30 pm at
guest speaker's at the Portland Demothe Webhannet Golf Club in ,
cratic City Committee meeting Sep 22,
Kennebunk.
7 pm at Franklin Towers, Franklin Arterial and Cumberland Ave, Portland, The Fall Fishing for Maine Bass Sep
topic will be 'What can the Legislature
15,7:30-9 pm. Slides and discussion of
do to help the Portland Police?' Coffee
techniques , stralegies , gear and
and desert afterward.
tackle, and places to go for the fly and
Peace Vigil every Wed at noon. Monspin fisherman . At the L.L. Bean Casco
St Conference Center in Freeport. Free
ument Square, Portland.
and open to the public.
Bow Hunting Around the World
Sap 16, 7:30-9 pm . Maine sporlsman

and bow hunter Derrill Lamb will present
a slide show of highlights from wilderness hunts from Africa to the Canadian
Rockies. At the L.L. Bean Casco St
Conference Center in Freeport, Free
and open to the public.
Basketball at Riverton Community
Center, 1600 Foresl, Portland. Drop in.
Tue and Thu al 6 pm . $1 .50 residents,
$2 .50 non-residenls For more information , call 775-5451 x300.
Volleyball at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett, Portland . Drop in.
Tue and Thu at 6 pm . $1 .50 residenls ,
$2 .50 non-residenls .For more information , call 775-5451 x300 .

The Place~-'~.
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091

• FRIED DINNERS

•

by Mike Quinn

CALL 773-6300
AND TRY THE HELP-U-SELL METHOD

• PASTA DINNERS

Children'. stories at th e Portland
Observatory on MunJoy Hill eve ry
Wednesday at 1 pm. Spon sored by the
Enchanted Forest Beokstore and read
by Kathy Shechan. Free with admission
to the Observatory , $4 adulls , 35 cents
for children .
Stories for kids at Prince Memorial
Library in Cumberland. Wed, 10:30 am ,
slories for two and three year aids . Thu,
10:30 am, stories for three to five year
olds. Starting Fri, Sap 23 at 1:30 pm, an
eight-week story-art program for
kindergartners. For more information,
call 829-3180.
Flicks for kids at the Portland Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30
am. Free. For more information,
call 773-4761 ,
Looking for a pet? If you are planning to gel a new pet, call or visit the
Animal Refuge League, 449 Stroudwater, Westbrook. Puppies, kittens, dogs
and cals of all sizes, colors and ages.
Open 9 am-4 pm, Man-Sat. The Animal
Refuge League also offers a meeting
room and educational programs for
area schools , 4H Clubs , Scouls , dog
clubs , and community and animal related organizations . For more information , call 854-9771 .

OR

I SOLD MY $118,900 HOME, AND IT
ONLY COST ME $3,450 AT CLOSING.

• SUBS

USM Children's Choir will hold open
auditions for 4-6 graders Sep 15, 6-8
pm at Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham . The choir will meet regularly on
Mondays, 6-7:30 pm in Gorham . The
choir will give children an opportunity to
be involved in a challenging singing experience and the choir will provide fu ture music teachers a chance to observe how youngsters can be taught to
sing quality literature. To make an appointment for an audition call 760-5256 .
Walt Disney's World of Ic. Sap
20-25 at the Civic Center. Tickels are
$10 501$8 50 and are available at the
box office and at all Ticketron outlels.
Sap 20-22, 7 pm; Sep 23-24 , 4 and 8
pm ; Sep 25, 1 and 5 pm ,
Mothe .. and children are invited to
parlicipate in the Pfay Group Program
at the Jewish Home for the Aged. The
children have lime to play with Iheir
peers in the company of the elderly and
Ihe molhers are free to pertorm vol unleer dulles. Training in reality orientation will be prOVided. For more information , call Ihe Center for Voluntary Aclion at 874-t015
Great Pumpkin Contest Sep 16, 37 pm at Ihe Windham Mall in N Windham . Members of the Cumberland
County 4-H will be competing with their
pumpkins for prizes In four calegories :
weight, photo story, sculpture and essay contest "Why My Pumpkin Failed to
Grow." Giant pumpkins will be on display at the Windham Mall Sep 16-21 .
Registration for Portland Jewish
Community Center fall programs
will be held Sep 18, 9-11 am at 57 Ash mont, Portland . Programs in art,
sports, theater and more, For more information, call 772-1959,
Preschool Story Time (3-5 year
aids), Man and Wed at 10:30 am . Finger
Fun for Babies , Wed al 9'30 am . Tales
for Twos, Friday at 10.30 am . Portland
Public Library, 5 Monument Square,
Portland . For more information , call
773-4761.
Sponge Painting Sap 20-22, 27 ~ 29 at
10 am and 1 pm al the Children'S Resource Center, 741 Stevens Ave ,
Portland . $1 per child . Register by
calling 725-0S25 .
Art Afterschool program at the
Portland Museum of Art begins Thu ,
Sep 22 Classes will introduce the children to draWing , painting , sculpture and
printmaking Thursdays, Sep 22-0ct
27, 3:30-5:30 pm . For kids ages 8-12.
The cost for the entire series is $30 for
museum members , $40 for non -members (single classes are $7 for members, $9 for non-members). To reglsler,
call the museum's educallOn office at
775-6148
Spring Point Pottery Hand-building
clay classes for kids , Call Nancy at
7730494 or 767-1350.

Would you like to say,

I SOLD MY $200,000 HOME, AND IT
ONLY COST ME $3,450 AT CLOSING, _,

Help-U-Sell, Inc" is an international real estate franchise company
based in Salt Lake City, Utah, a subsidiary of Mutual Benefit life
Insurance Company. Help-U-Sell combines the advantages of an
exclusive marketing method (the MLS), the growing For-Sale-By-Owner
market, the industry's first satellite training network and sophisticated
office automation equipment. With these tools, Help-U-Sell franchise
owners provide profeSSional , effiCient, affordable services to both
buyers and sellers for a pre-determined fee ($3,450) to the seller.
Over the past 12 years Help-U-Sell has spent millions developing a
trade-secret marketing approach, eliminating the need for cold calling .

ATTENTION REAL ESTATE LICENSEES
Real Estate can be fun again!
Call Help-U-Sell of Greater Portland for career information,

• COLD DRINKS

SOLD IN THE FIRST WEEK
FOR FULL PRICE
We needed a quick sale to setlle an eSlate,
we called Help-U-Sell, and using their
markeling system we got a very quick sale.
Because we work a dairy farm, it was not
possible lor us to show the home, so our
Help-U-Sell counselor showed illor us, and
we still saved $2,665 in commission fees.
Thank you Help-U-Sell for doing what you
said you could do. We would recommend
Help-U-Sell to anyone.

• TAKE-OUT

Wendall & Susan Sweetsir
North Yannouth, Maine
POTENTIAL BUYERS AND SELLERS
CALL FOR YOUR FREE WEEKLY LIST OF PROPERTIES

WJjIlmrrt

iII~ \

Reai Estate

643 Forest Ave_, Portland
773-6300

.,.."CR·

MLS

CONSTRUCTIVE SOLUTIONS ...

Pho ography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

Det()kW1 PAne
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

NEW HOMES REMODELING
ADDITIONS DECKS
FINE WOODWORKING
ESTIM ATING & MATERIALS
TAKE OFF SERVICE

'PROFESSIONAL COATING, APPLICATION & DESIGN
AVA ILABLE BY CHIP 'N DALE PAINTING.

37 Ocean Street
04106
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

South Portland, Maine

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
Portland, Maine 04101
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

766-2438

NOW OPEK!

•

°P1!2~S

A1tU'ttiijet
f'errt6TM
Clothing Desigls

•

plus
a contemporary
collection of
unique fashions ,
accessories and crafts

36 Danforth St.

772-8607

Don Labbe, Reiki practitioner
now has an office at 51 Bridge
St.,Westbrook. The hours are
from 4-8pm on Mon" Wed " Fri,
and 4-{i on Tues,
Reiki healing, a form of laying
on of hands, is a natural healing
method,This diScipline promotes
mental and phySical relaxation,
and often helps to ease pain .
Reiki sends the message,"You
can be well ." to the body, mind
and spiri t.

Call 854·9257 to set up your
FREE lntroductory session,

You need ityesterdov_ We'll have it for you tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle, Computer cut vinyl
lettering_ Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

781·5464
243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COMPANY

00 OFF PURCHASE OF $50.00 OR MORE

FROM THE HEART OF SEOUL. ..

Olympic observances
The OlympiCS start Friday
night in Seoul, Korea, A travel
request to my editor to cover
the Games for Casco Bay
Weekly was inexplicably and
regrettably denied, (All I asked
for was twenty-one cents a mile
and a round-trip airplane
ticket.)
Here's the sad scoop: I spent
most of my adult life preparing
for thi5 magnanimous assignment. I even spent a training
summer in Seoul playing softball and standing Command
Duty Officer watch on a naval
quarterdeck, prepared to give
political asylum to crazies who
wanted to leave Korea _ To be
shot down on the Eve of the
OlympiCS is tantamount to
having Christmas cancelled
right after the reindeer leave
your roof.
Never one to allow personal
tragedy to stand in the way of
objective reporting, I want to
pass along some hot tips concerning the 1988 Summer
Olympics_If your boss is sending you to the heart of Seoul,
bring these gold nuggets of
advice along , If you're staying
here in the good 01' U.s. of A.
between now and October 2nd,
keep this international vault of
knowledge near your red,
white, and blue television set:
If you attempt to find the
Games on ABC you'll miss the
whole caboodle - it's on NBC
this year, A two-hour preview
on the Summer Games airs
Friday at 9 pm with opening
ceremonies following on Saturday, 8 pm-midnight.
These days it seems impossible to have an Olympics without a major boycott, Cross your
fingers - Seoul might prove to
be miraculous in that regard ,
Four years ago Carl Lewis
won four gold medals and
expects to do the same this
summer and then dash off into
a show-biz career, He's already
made his first album,

practice for the United States,
relying solely on our amateur
athletes, One sport where our
pros get to go this time is tennis_ What's truly refreshing is
that the pros are playing for
medals and not money, Good
luck to Chris Evert, who has
been a class act for a long time,
Continuing with sure bets, if
who recently channed Johnny there are such things, try betCarson on the Tonight Show_ ting on U.s. diver Greg LouNo wedding plans were an- ganis; hi5 diving is as good as
nounced_
gold_ This is the only event
In 1972 the U.s, basketball where the participant can "take
team lost a controversial 51-50 a dive" and still win_
There are only three coungame to the Soviet Union, a
fiasco in whic> the USSR was tries that have competed in
given 3 additional seconds af- every modern OlympiC's: Great
ter the game was apparently Britain, France and Switzerover. Look for Danny Manning land,
and David Robinson to have
If you like track and field and
the gold sewn up long before were wondering who the fa5tthe 3-second mark.
est woman in the world is, it's
If you are a boxing enthusi- the United States' Florence
ast, the U,S, contingent is not as Griffith Hoyner, She'll win the
talented as in years past. How- gold for sure, but you won't see
ever, you just might want to bet her unless you watch the sprints
the ranch on Detroit's Anthony in slow motion,
Hembrick, three-time all- Anny
Little known trivia: Seoul will
champion and two-timeAnned host the XXN Olympiad, but
Forces champion. Losing hasn't only the 22nd Summer Olymcrossed his mind. If Rambo re- pics_ The word "Olympiad"
tires .. ,
refers not to the Games but to
A new event being seriously the four-year interval between

Per network request, peacock
will not be served at Seoul restaurants during the Olympics,
The United States is the a11time summer gold medal winning country with 717, The
USSR is second with 340_
The youngest member of the
U.S, team is 14-year-old Denise
Parker, the dead-eye archer

considered this year is called
Winning the Seventh Game of
the World Series, Experts are
already predicting that the
Boston Red Sox will take the
silver medal and finish second .
Mike Swain is the first American ever to win a world championship in Judo, What's his
secret? He spent ten years training in Japan; quite a commute
from Cranford, New Jersey. I'll
bet any reader a six-pack of
Asahi beer that Swain wins the
gold,
Many countries send their
professionals to the Olympics
in all events , The use of "professionals" has long been a non-

which Olympic Games are
scheduled to occur, World War
II doomed the '40 and '44
Games_
Closing on a happier note,
have a good time watching your
favorite parts of the OlympiCS
and cheering on the U.s. athletes, Some people, and politicians, make too big a deal out
of this extravaganza. Make it as
big a deal a5 you want it to be,
Me? I've loaded my pockets
with quarters for the airport
televisions just in case my
standby TWA ticket to Seoul
comes through, Let the Games
begin!

Mike Quinn is a Portland freelance
writer, He was last seen , press pass in
hand, hitchhiking 10 Boslon's Logan
Airport
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FULL BELLY DELI
930 Brighton Ave. Plaza

772-1227

by Don Rubin

PROUDLY PRESENTS

PAINT BY NUMBERS?
There's a Universal Product Code on nearly
everything these days. (Check your cupboard
or bookshelf.) To sol ve this week's puzzle you'll
have to do a little comparison shopping.
Compare the codes you find around the house
with the code at the right. Then jot the correct
numerical subtitle 00 digits) in the spaces below the bars.
Only a handful of readers will be able to do so.

PAINSTAKINGLY
PREPARED TO
PALATE-PLEASING
PERFECTION
We slice our pastrami to
order and serve it piping
hot on your choice of
delicious light or dark
rye or our own freshly-baked
bulkie roll (and pickle spear)
for only $3.15.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
you (first prize). Or tickets for two on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will
be selected from among the correct entries by a
random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a four-week span,
and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, September 21.
The solution to this week's Real Puzzle will
appear in the September 29 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

I,

1

It's
'1be Restaurant
DeImre on
Forest Avenue
... 1988 United Feature Synd icate

Used Equipment of All Types· Open 9-5 Monday-Friday

#14

The 10 Hoffman movies were:
1) Midnight Cowboy
(Ratso's Hair)
2) Little Big Man
(Jack's braids)
3) Papillon
(Louis's glasses)
4) The Graduate
(Benjamin's flipper)
5) All the President's Men
(Carl's notes)
6) Kramer vs. Kramer
(Ted's son)
7) Ishtar
(Chuck's camel)
8) Straw Dogs
(David's trap)
9) Marathon Man
(Babe's sneakers)
10) Tootsie
(Michael and Dorothy'. dress)

\.. 1988 United Feature Syndlca1e,

First prize this week goes to Carol Eisenberg of Peaks Island
and second prize goes to Henry Fontaine of Falmouth.

J

High brow videos

"BY GEORGE-WE'RE GOOD"

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

-

PORTLAND'S
LARGEST
SELECTION

OPEN MON-SAT 7AM TO 9PM
DELI DAY- SUNDAY BAM TO IPM

----------- ------------

*

The Real Puzzle 16
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

by Joe Saltzman

THE
"PERFECT
PASTRAMI"

If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate in it for
I

Robert Redford's Story Of
Extraordinary
People.

IINII POOIt'S COIiliiK

rrM,

a-gogo

that today' s
hip 'n'
groovy incrcJ\\U has cane
to expect. call

774-5408 for information 1
and

....

reserva~V
-.;~ :--~

Let Alberta'~· change your life in a few short
hours of
'Ihere is life
after Labor 1l3.y!

EQUIPMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

Shop Vacuums
Pedestal Fans
Floor Scales
Power Conveyors
Gravity Conveyors
Tote Boxes
Strapping Machines
'Pallet Jacks
Fork Lifts
Dock Levelors

Lockers
Vault Safes
Cardboard Boxes
Blackboards
Coat Racks
Stencil Machines
Metal Shelving
Factory Carts
Silkscrccn Equip.

ENGINEERING
EQUIPMENT
Map Files
Drafting Tables
Drafting Stools
Light Tables
Blueprint Machines
Supply Cabinets
Draftmg Machines
Test Equipment
Mag. Lamps

OFFICE FURNISHINGS

-..:-"'"..' -...
~

Metal Desks
Wood Desks
Chairs - All Types
Shop Stools
Office Partitions

Bookcases
File Cabinets
Typewriters
Bulletin Boards
Lateral FlIes

ANOTHER SAD EXAMPLE
OF OVERPRICING

Casco Bay Weekly: June 23, 1988

Came To Us

Paid Too Much

WE. GOT THERE AND THE SEARS MAN
WAS L~A'IINGr AND MARL~S WAS ON -mE
pO~l-\ HDLDINq T\\E FIGVt<INES FROM ON
it\E OLO T'I IN HER \-lANDS. WAn SHE

S!o.IO. ITS NOT R~ADlj. WE COUL.D'SCE ouR.
MNT THRO\!{'H THE fP-ONT RooM WINDOW

SnLL VAC.UUMING THE fh.\6 IN \\OJ-.JOR.
OF IT· ~fill~~Q~I!;'P-;::=-=:=~~d

,

It shouldn't cost you an arm
and a leg for your
alternative music habits.
It's an invisible gas. It can cause cancer.
And it's seeping into the b

MARL'j$ MADE US CL.OSE OUR I':YES AN D

THEN WAL.KED us IN. OK, SHE SAl\). NOw.
IT WAS ALL MEirAL ON T\-IE OVISIDE;.
GOLDEN METAL. wrrn TWO TAL\. GOL.DEN
ANTENNAS COMINC':/ OVT OF A SPRING
ON THE TOp. AND MOST OF ALL., IT
(OU\..O SPIN. Ii WAS So PtRFEc..n~
GOf!..GEOVS, WE COUl,ON'T tVEN FE€L
,JE'ALOUS.

cious "Concertino for Piano and
Orchestra." Honegger is a
wonderfully inventive, prolific
Swiss composer who has created such diverse works as
musical portraits of a railway
empire and of Joan of Arc, and
an opera based on Sophocles'
"Antigone." His Concertino,
played by pianist Ilana Vered
with Matthias Bamert conducting the Basel Radio-Symphony
Orchestra, seems the perfect
vehicle for a music video and
Marthaler creates a spectacular
canvas using Vered's fascinating face and the orchestra's
musicians to a breat ad vantage.
Another stunning achievement is Gershwin's "Rhapsody
in Blue" shot in jazzy blackand-white (except for a blue
balloon bursting in slow motion) and set in a hotel bar. The
musicians casually play their
instruments as they sit around
the bar and lobby, occasionally
looking up at Vered at the pi-

ano (staring intently at her TV
image during the long so,1o interlude). The byplay between
Vered and clarinetist Pamela
Hunter is hilarious, and conductor Bamert is appropriately
cast as the bartender.
Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto No.2" is given a straightforward, quite beautiful visual
interpretation with the orchestra members moving in and out
of frame at appropriate moments. Often, both composition
and setting are stunning. SaintSa ens' "Danse Macabre" is
given the full rock video treatment and shows Bamert and
his orchestra are good f ports. It
is a bizarre, very funny visual
tale of an orchestra of crazies
playing a concert to an empty
auditorium. Saint-Saens' music deserves nothing less.
If you can't find a tape in your
local video store, don't waste
any time writing VAI for a copy
- Box 153, Ansonia Sta tion, New
York, NY 10023.

Hundreds of Related Items Too Numerous to Mention
260 Commercial St Portland 773-5677

by Linda Barry

THE PHON"E RANG AND IT wAS MY
COUSIN MARL~$ SA~ING GUE'SS WHAT.
TI-I£13 GOT A NEW TV. A (OLOR. ONE .
You GUYS COME OVER, SHE' SAID. ~.

Forget Music Television. Ignore Juniors pulsating music
videos. If you love classical
music and have felt left out of
the MTV generation there's a
new concept in music video just
meant for you.
It's called "Looking at Music
with Adrian Marthaler, Vol. 1"
(Video Art International Inc.,
tape, 50 minutes) and it does
for classical music what MTV
does for rock and pop.
You may have seen some of
these on cable, but to see them
on your home system with Beta
or VHS Hi-Fi sound is a vastly
superior experience.
Swiss television director
Marthaler pioneered the classical music video a decade ago
and has accomplished what
most purists thought was impossible: clever, imaginative,
unconventional videos that do
not insult or demean the music
involved. The highlight of the
tape is Arthur Honegger'S lus-

SHE TOLD us TO SIT DOWN ON Ti1E.
COUCH AND THEN 5\-\£ STARTED
MOVING HER. HANDS AROUND THE TV
LIKE SHE WAS THE' LAD'1' ON LETS
MAKE A DEAL. FINALLY SHE SAID,AND
NOW PP-ESENTINq HiE WONDERFUL

WORL\) OF COLOR, AND PULL.ED ~E KrJOB .

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS"
AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING
e

e e

10 EXCHANGE STREET. 773-1310
HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-9, SUNDAY 12-6

Portland Press Herald:
September 13, 1988

Claudio Arrau in Chile
In the past, there wasn' t any
technology to capture the piano playing of Liszt or Chopin
or any of the great musicians of
the 19th century. The great
pianists of the 20th century had
to live well into this century to
have their playing preservedfirst on cylinder, then disc, then
tape.
We have been particularly
lucky when it comes to Claudio
Arrau, the 85-year-old Chileanborn pianist. This virtuoso just
may be the most recorded pianist in history. He is still an
active performer whose current
work continues to have energy,
excitement and sensitivity.
Two videotapes now fully
preserve his artistry for another
generation.They document two
significant events in his career
- his 80th birthday recital at
New York's Avery Fisher Hall
in 1983, and his homecoming in
Chile in 1984 (it was the first
time he had returned in 17
years).
Bothareavailable from Video

Arts International (V AI, Box
153, Ansonia Station, New
York, NY 10023). The picture
may be a bit fizzy (that's the
nature of videotape), but the
Hi-Fi sound is very good (although these performances
should be preserved on laser
video disc with digital sound
tracks).
"Claudio Arrau: Volume One
- The 80th Birthday Recital"
(VAl 69040, 111 minutes, tape
only) begins withoneof Arrau's
specialties, Beethoven. Those
familiar with the recording of
the 32 Beethoven S011atas will
not be disappointed; l,is performance of two familiar sonatas, the "Waldstein" and "Appassionata," are energetic and
vigorous. They fully capture the
power of both works.
The remainder of the recital
is just as good - delicate Debussy, sparkling Liszt, moving
Chopin, all done with a virtuosity that beli~s Arrau's age.
An added bonus is brief interview segments with Arrau that
are skillfully added to the concert.
"Claudio Arrau:Volume Two
- Beethoven's Emperor Concerto" (V AI, 69041, 85 minutes,
tape onl y) is an Arrau specialty
and while it may not rival his
Phillips CD recording with Sir
Colin Davis (the Chilean musi-

cians simply cannot match the
Dresden State Orchestra), it is a
brilliant performance captured
neatly by the cameras. Arrau
obviously was moved by the
occasion and played with
youthful enthusiasm.
The tape begins with a documentary that traces Arrau's life
from his birth in 1903 to his
homecoming (including his
arrival and preparations for the
two concerts). The first concert
sold out, so Arrau agreed to
give a second, free concert with
the Symphony Orchestra of the
University of Chile conducted
by Victor Tevah. It is the second performance in Santiago's
Metropolitan Cathedral before
6,000 people that has been videotaped.
It is good to have this great
musician aVlilable in this newest home audi,)-video format.
Because of tapc ike this, future generations will know firsthand what all the shouting was
about.
,Joe Saltzman writes on media and
music. He is chairman of broadcasting
at Ihe University of Southern Califor-

hia.

CLASSIFIED POUCY
Here's how to reach the
many readers of C B W
with your dassified ad: (1)
Mail your ad ; (2) Drop
your ad off in person , or
(3) Phone your ad in to our
Classified HotLine:
772-6672, using your
Visa or Mastercard. All
classified ads must be
paid for in advance.
Consult our Classified
Ad Fonn to determine
the total cost of your ad. If
you derive regular illcome
from the subject(s) of your
classified ad(s), you are
considered a "Business"
entity for the purposes of
determining your ad rate.
"Found" items are published free as a public
service .
Deadline for all types
of classified advertising is
Monday at Noon for the
following Thursday's edition . Ads received after
the deadline will run starting with the next issue.
CBW will not print full
names, street addresses
or phone numbers in the
"Person to Person" category. Those advertising
under this heading must
either provide a Post Office Box number in their ad
or use the CBW Box
Service, All information
pertaining to "Person to
Person" advertisers and
respondents is kept
striclly confidential.
CBW Box Service is
offered for the con venience and confi dentiality of advertisers in
our classilied categories .
Responses to CBW boxholders are usually lorwarded within 48 hours.
Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize, reluse or edit ads.
CBW shall not be liable lor
errors or omissions in . or a

failure to insert, any
advertisement lor which it
may be responsible ,
beyond actual space
occupied by the ad in
whIch error, omission or
fa ilure to insert occurred.
Classilied ads are not
refundable.

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES
animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
Hea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found

musical instruments, etc.
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales
REAL ESTATE
CATEGORIES
for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

PROGOFF INTENSIVE
Journal Workshop. Columbus Day Weekend. Discover
a new world within. Call

ORGANIC
SEA VEGETATION
And so, once again , man
turns to the oceans for
sustenance, for sea vegetation, unlike animal lile,
CANNOT absorb the
poisonous mineral compounds that infest YOUR
PLANET at this time.
Biologically, sea vegetation can absorb minerals
ONLY in their existent ,
natural-element style .
Thus, blinded man has not
been allowed to chemically
blemish, alter sea vegetation despite his continual
disregard for the laws of
nature.

2071799-1024.

BEGINNING ASTROLOGY This series will cover
the 12 zodiacal signs with information on the corresponding houses and a final
class on the moons. For
more information contact
Gail Dutcher at 879-0813 .
Class begins September 29.
HELLERWORK Integrative bodywork. Give yourself
a gift for living. Call Harry or
Darcey at 856-6490.
MASSAGE THERAPY
will soon be available
(starting Sept 12) at Bay
Side Styling, 47 India Street,
Portland . Elizabeth London,
LPN is a graduate of the
Portland School of Massage
Therapy and a member 01 the
American Massage Therapy
Association. Experience the
many benefits of receiving
massage therapy. Call 7728690 for an appointment.
INNER HARVEST Six
Day Residential Retreat for
Sacred Inner Work. For
those committed to the inner
journey and its expression in
the world. September 23-28,
1988. Dwinell & Hall, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth,
Maine 04107.
ROLFING is a system of
structural integration developed by Ida P. Roll, Ph.D., in
the 1940's to restore and improve human physical structure. As out of balance parts
of the body are brought into
alignment, stress is reduced,
posture and symmetry are
improved ; movement patterns become freer , more
fluid , efficient, and graceful ,
breathing becomes luller and
easier. Increased awareness, emotional relief, and a
sense 01 wellbeing are often
experienced as a result of
creating deep changes within
the body . For some, the
process is purely physical;
for others, it can be a selfawakening, For more information or to schedule a free
consultation, please contact
me at 207-767-5982.

Remember that sea veg etation is the richest,
most compatible food lor
human consumption, for
the blood stream, in
proportion, contains the
identical minerals and
trace elements as sea

water. Surgeons have
successfully substituted
sea vegetation solution for
whole blood.
WATCHERS'
ORGANIC SEA BLEND,
the base for all their nutritional supplements, removes and prevents the
absorbtion of the radioactive toxins radium, barium,
and strontium 90 from the
blood stream, bone marrow and digestive tract.
The Sea Blend also extracts the heavy metal
poisons lead, mercury,
cadmium, as well as other
harmful elements created
by the irradiation of consumer foods.
So you plant your garden,
and decorate your own
soul, instead of waiting for
someone to bring you
flowers .

I

OCEANAURA:
Distributors for Watchers'
Organic Sea Products
P.O. Box 15143
Portland, Maine 04101
207/871 -0287

Kevin John Janahn Higgins I Susan Amesbury
Stone

'/ Endless Summer"
... Protect Your Investment!
Introductory Special:
6 visits, Only $22

5UN('~CAPSULE·
~~
THE Ll.TlMATE TANNING MACHINE

PAINTING
beautiful
homes for over 10 years .
Very neat, meticulous and
reliable. Specializing in color
transformations.
References. Free estimates. 8710287.

I'

CLEANING Professional
woman seeks apUhouse
cleaning job. Impeccable
references. Please call 7730542 and leave message.

ARE YOU TIRED OF...
... Iooking for a parking space
at the shopping center?
... wa~lng In line at the grocery store?
Then give me a call
and I'll do it all for you .

GROCERY

MIKE'S LANDSCAPING
Pruning , planning, planting,
hedges, tree moving, limbing , topping, vista cutting,
stumps removed. Call for
info on any landscaping operation Referrals . 17 years
experience . Free estimates.
Call 883-B746.

LADY
No errand is too small I
Groceries, prescriptions ,
dry cleaning. car repair,
car registration. etc.

CALL ME AT 883·4856

WANTED: Morning housekeeping position. Gorhaml
Windham area. Light and
heavy cleaning , cooking ,
child and pet care. Call
mornings 892-1032.
HOUSE
PAINTERS,
Gardeners, Window washers. Advertise your services
on our classified pages for
only $7 a week. Call 7726672 anytime.

773-1196

PAVING

J'
I

'

DOWN EAST
FUTONS

775-1384

54 WEST STREET lBR
hardwood floors , kltch~
enette, oak cabinets, new
appliances,
new
bath/shower, OIce area .
$500/month , heat & hot water Included. Looking for
professional person ; available immediately. 772-6727.

SHERWOOD ST 2BR wi
dining room, $550 + utilities.
Call 774-9303.
DANFORTH ST 2BR ,
skylights, deck, great views.
$575+ Call 774-9303.

PEAKS ISLAND Winter
rentals available
Sept June. $375/month and up.
Call 772 -6992 , Peterson
Realty.

VX_

lifiGW m _

SARASOTA, FLORIDA
20' x 40' modular home In
beautilul adult waterlront
park .
10' x 20' front
screened porch, carport.
storage bldg & workshop .
Fully furnished . A terrific
affordable winter retreat!
$25,000. 761 -7016 for Inlo.

PLACE YOUR NOTICE
on our classified pages and
reach the 40.000 people who
read Casco Bay Weekly!
Call CBW's Classified
Holline: 772-6672 and
use your Visa or Mastercard!
Just say 'Charge It'" ... Hey,
you're good at thatl

roomma es
BACK COVE Responsi ble , progressive type 25-35
wanted to share clean, quiet
Victorian near park . WI D.
Amiable dog. No cigs or cats
please. $300/month + 1/ 2
utils. Call 871 -9341.

POWNAL FARMHOUSE
to share . Convenient to
Portland or BrunSWick Two
women looking for two more
responsible women with
feminist orientation . Rent
$212 Call Candice or Kri s
688-2218 or Candice , days
781 -2330.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Westgate/Osteopathic area
Good neighborhood. Parking , yard, large, sunny .
$225/month + 1/2 utilities.
Call 773-2727 after 6 pm

THEY'VE MOVED! CHECK OUT PAGE 20!

Residential & Commercial
Driveways, Parking Lots
Free EstImates
18 Years Exp erience

WINDHAM
2BR
w/fireplace. On lake. Year
'round. $7001 month. Call
774-9303 .

1(']¥f1

ERNIE POOK'S COMEEK?

772·9479

'.

' ,,;

emp oymen

wees

CERAMICS South Port- MOTIONWEAR Looking
land. We will train a respon- for an aerobics enthusiast to
Sible worker in the production work 20-35 hours a week.
and finishing of clay prod- Sales clerk position starts
ucts. Commitment to quality Immediatelyl Apply in' person
work is required. Call Ander- at Motionwear, 57 Market
sen Design, 773-8415.
Street, Portland (in the Old
Port behind the Oyster Club),
EMPLOYERS There is a 773-8101 .
less espensive alternative.
Advertise your openings In
Casco Bay Weekly
The PART TIME telephone
response you get may sales, evenings. Please call
surprise you!
871-7067. Ask for Caroline.

NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
Call Richard Nest, T.B. of
ME. 773-2718. Stickered ,
warrantied, some financing ,
$ 1,500 to $2,500. '80's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Richard Nest.
87 HONDA ACCORD OX
4-door sedan AlC, 4-speed
automatic, power steering ,
power brakes, 4-year unlimited mileage warranty,
$9,999. Must sell - new job
provides company car. 8782227.

164 Middle Street, Portland
(Next to the Oyster Club)

33 TYNG ST Large 3BR
with living room , bath ,
kitchen ,
parking .
$55O/month . Call 772-1003.

Ijr"!Frsf_

FEMALE looking lor female
roommate of feminist orientation to share my home in SEEKING professional
Old Orchard Beach . Please person , 20-30, M or F to
write P.O. Box 4046, Old Or- share 2BR luxury condo chard Beach, ME 04064 .
minium in Old Port Very
sunny , modern and clean .
10 11' windows, dramatic
layout in beauliful historic
building . Laundry , storage
$338+. Underground parking
LOOKING FOR
available. 761 -7016 for
details, leave message.
THE REAL PUZZLE?

& SONS

84 FORD ESCORT"L
Wagon, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/FM, hitch, new radial
snows, power brakes ,
57,000 hiway miles. Excellently maintained. $2,500 .
Call 773-0542, leave message.

20 GILMAN ST 1BR on
quiet street. Living room .
bath, kitchen, laundry .
$35O/month. Call 772- t 003.

ILLSLEY ST 2BR, dining
WEST END Completely room, newly painted and parenovated With new w/w car- pered. $550+ Call 774peting, stove and relrigerator 2 BA. Coin operated TATE ST
Large open
washer/dryer on premesls . space, 2+BR, 2 baths, deck,
1st lIoor. Heated. $725 spectacular views. Call 774month + security depOSIt. 5 9303.
minute walk from Shaw's
West Gate. 773-0747, keep OLD ORCHARD BEACH
trying .
Condo, Golden Shores. 1BR
on the beach . $550+ Call
EASTERN PROM AREA 774-9303.
Vesper Street. SpacIous
3BR apartment. Hardwood
floors, newly painted. $575 +
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
Uliis. Call 772-6970.
Central Avenue 1BR, $395.
Call 774-9303.
PEAKS ISLAND Attractive 1BR apartment. Available beginning of October LANDLORDS: List your
$300/ month + utilities + derentals with CBW. Phone
POSIt. 766-2407, evenings.
772-6672. Ust 3, get 1 free l

STEWART

WHETHER YOU want to
sell your '76 Toyota or buy a
874-6929
'55 Chevy, use Casco Bay
Weekly's Classifieds. For
just $5 you have up to 30
words to make your pitch ,
CLASSIFIED
and additional words are just
CHARGE
15 cents each. Call the CBW
• BY.
LOVE MUSIC? Start In- WATER COLOR lessons. Classified Hotline: 772-6672 .
PHONE
strumental music lessons Small class for beginners in
this fall in piano, drums, ac- my home. Mornings or after772·6672
CAMERO,
T-BIRD,
cordion or recorder. All noons. Call 773-0652.
Mazda , Buick ...selling your
ages . Have car, will travel.
car? CBW can do it!
Call Sandy 772-5636 or Jean PIANO
&
ORGAN
767-3542.
Lessons . Popular, classical.
ROLEX
DATE.JUST ASIAN THINGS: SilkTheory, chords .
Alfred
Stainless and gold. Totally Indian Brocades , 2 x 6'. FRENCH LESSONS Ex- Bastien, Schaum, Thompson
refurbished. Excellent con- Tibetan Buddhist Thangkas, perienced instructor from and other courses. All ages
dition. Days 774-3369. \fter 24 x 30". Very reasonable Paris will design personal welcome .
Experienced BASS PLAYER looking to
Initial teacher planning fall sched- join band. Into R.E.M., Po6,799-7155. Ask ';lr Ted.
prices. Contact Ralph, 871- lesson plan.
consultation to determine ule. Rachel Bennett, 108 lice, U2 or originals . Any 0586.
your ability is free . Call 773- Spruce St, Portland. 774- thing but Top 40 and metal.
BUMPER STICKER for
Jams welcome . Call Rob
9597.
saJe: "Born Again Pagans ROWING
MACHINE 1076.
(207) 892-9630, leave mesFor Bush". Send $4 w/name Quality Continental 1000,
sage.
and address to: P.O. Box $125. Perfect condition 201, Cape Cottage, ME barely used due to surgery.
04107.
Please call 854-8240, keep
trying .
SCANNER
8 channel
crystal controlled Fanon
RIDE WANTED Friday
Scanfare mobile, model M8nites/Saturday mornings
GUITAR FOR SALE
HLU. Good condition . Needs
from Boston/Cambridge area
Sigma DMS4S Tabacco
power pack. $50. Call 775to Portland. Sunday nites
Sunburt finish , 6-string
6601 days, ask for Monte.
from Portland to Bostonl
acoustic wi case. Excellent
Cambridge area. 207-766condition . Less than 1 year
RALEIGH RECORD ACE
5679 ; 617-354-7637.
old . $350 , best oller or
10-speed bicycle. Black,
trade. Call 772-1430 after 5
light weight aluminum frame.
pm.
Excellent condition . (Needs
one minor adjustment.) $100
• Finest Quality
PEAVEY SPECIAL 120W
or best offer. Call 775-6601
• Handcrafted
MAINEL Y FRIENDS A
guitar amp , 'EC, $200 .
days, ask for Lew.
• All Natural Fibers
very affordable match makPeavey T -60 electric guitar,
ing service, for all people.
white w/rosewood fretboard,
• Most Affordable
We offer low prices and high
EC, $200 in case . Also :
CLASSIFIEDS THAT
quality service. For more inTechnics SLP- 1 CD player,
WORK. That's what you get
formation write to POB 251 ,
$75. Prices are negotiable.
in Casco Bay WeeklY.
Call 774-9810.
Augusta, Maine 04330.

CHRISTINE'S

closet space , microwaves ,

dishwashers, on-site laundry
& parking . Starting at $515
New Portland Properties
Group, 773-RENT.

RA.

83
84
81
81
82
83
83
85
84
82
80
82

Pontiac T2000 Wagon FWD,S spd. $1850.
Ford Escort Wagon auto, PS, Air. $1680.
Chevy Citation 2 dr, auto, bright red! $1300.
Bufck Regal 2 dr, diesel, sharp! $1595.
Datsun 4WD Pickup 4 spd. $2500.
Plymouth Reliant Wagon 4 cyl , auto. $2188.
Dodge 400 Convertible FWD, auto. $4100.
Isuzu Trooper 4WD, stereo, Air. $5500.
Dodge Charger auto, PS, 24000 miles. $2900.
VW Vanagan 7 passenger wagon . $2088.
Chevy CheveHe 4 dr, auto, 38000 mil $2099.
Ford F150 XL 6 cyl, 4 spd. $4600,

We have 3000 mile, 3-month warranty available
as well as 10 1/4% financing on 81 + newer models.
As-is trade-ins also available from S300 to $600.

Rt. 117 Limington Village 637·2152
Washington & Veranda Streets Portland n2·8558
"We Deliver To The Islands"

gigs

I'

FOREST AVENUE 1 or
2BR units
Patios, balconies , storage , ample

EXCAVATING
FOUNDATIONS

I1rni,(·] ..t'~

,

FIREWOOD
Manufactured to your order. Have
saw, will travel. Rates per
cord : CUV$15; SliV$15. Call
772-1430 after 5 pm .

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based concern combines safe. prompt service
With the lowest rates. Free
estimates in Portland area.
Call 767-0873.

earning

j

1(·]' '9 jl 1*1 ~E' i i j '[9 jl fl 1(']'l$i\K~

ome services

PERSON 2 PERSON
seeks keyboardist for
steady part-time pOSition .
Own equipment a must Vocals helpful. Contact Vic,
783-7725 or Lynn , 737-4734 .

CLARINET Prolessional
Model for sale. Selmer Series 10, like new. $800. Call
Nancy at 772-1996 .
MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new "band-aid."

HOLDING AUDITIONS?
A classified in CBW will
attract the talent you seek.

GUITARIST LOOKING
to form band . Primarily
blues, R&B and 60's -70's
rock .
Need drummer,
bassist, guitarist, etc. Jams
welcome. Call 772- 1430
after 5 pm .

OOMPAH BANDS all
booked? Accordion Plus has
oompah polka and Dixieland
bands for your Oktoberfest
entertainment or any other
ocassion . Call Sandy 7725636 or Jean 767-3542.

IF YOU'RE NOT advertiSing in Casco Bay Weekly ,
you're missing 40,000 entertainment-hungry readers!

A£TIVISTS
Wark for the statewide campaign

to stop toxic waste.
Maine People's Alliance needs
socially conscious individuals
to join its staff.
$170 - $230/week.
Call 761-4400 after 10 am.

WHEN THE LADY FELL
down the flight of stairs you
got off your bike to help. I
was in Victory Deli having
lunch and came out to ask if
you needed any assistance.
You wore an L.L. Bean shirt.
Saw you a week later at
Paul's. Want to meet for
coffee? (I never do thiS either.) CBW Box '122.
29 YEAR OLD SWM
Nice guy with strong sense
of self seeks WF for loving
relationship. Avid moviegoer and Red Sox fan believes in physical fitness and
pleasing his partner. CBW
'120.
TALL SINGLE MAN 46
would like to meet caring
woman in the Portland area
for
movie dates, companionship , etc. Please
write P.O. Box 3615, Portland, ME 04104.
40·ISH 80'S WOMAN,
Portland , spiffy/serious ;
gourmeUtraditional ; outdoors: Audobonish : indoors:
book - movie - long luch-Ish.
Caring , considerate, curious
and Witty. Oh Brave Bon Vivant: It it you there ? CBW
#119.

Up to 30 words
31-45woros
46-60 words
Each
word
CBW Box Service

add,

I ..

ANPOWER

T~RY

(All Charges Par Weak)
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$11.00
$ .15
$ .21
$3.00
$ 5.00

InrWidJaJ

MONEY SAVING OFFER!
Prepay your CBW Classified lor three weeks and receive a fourth week FREE!
(Multiple-week advertisers get one free week for each three weeks pre-paid) Indicate
your free weeks on the Classified Ad Fonn or when you call .
Please read the CBW Classified Policy before completing this form
And please, be neat! Thanks!
.
Message______________________________________________________

Preferred Category_______________________________Total Words_______
Basic Rate
+ _ _ Extra Words at
if; Each =
CBW Box Service
-Subtotal
Number 01 Paid Weeks You Want Ad Run
Total Enclosed
And Don't Forget My _ __ Free Weeklsl!

x

Nol for publication:
We need the lollowing Information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.
Name_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ __ _
Address___ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __
City _ _ __ _ __ __ ___ State_ _ __ _

Z,p_ _ _ __

Daytime Phone Number___________________________________________
Enclosed is my

_ Check
_ Money Order
_ MastercardiVlsa (Circle One)

#._-------------------

Exp. Date _ ______

Complete this form and mail or deliver to:

Classified Department
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04t02

SERVICES

has great job opporrunilfes for youl

Word Proce •• ing Operator needed In Scarborough for
a shorHerm aSSignment. DecMate expenence preferred.
Customer Service Representative need In Portland
rompany through the winter. Sales expenence a plus
File CI.rk. needed at Portland Insurance rompa·ny 84, MF. 2 week assignment.
Warehouse Office Position avai lable in Scarborough
Detail-oriented person wI warehouse background needed
.
.
Long -term assignmen t.
Warehou.e/shipping Position available at Portland
rompany. 8-4:30, M·F. 2 week assignment
Warehouse Position available With major Scarborough
company. 10 hour d~y~. 2-3 week assignment. Good pay
Pre•• room POSitions Stackers , mailers and binders
needed at Freeport company for 2nd and 3rd shifts. Good pay .
We have many more positions available In our office and
mdustrial diVIsions Gaff today for more information!

MANPOJVER®

person
SWM, 32 6'2 1/2" , 185#, FRIDAY, SEPT 9 Blue
dark hair, brown eyes , never Moon Our eyes met over
been married. Interests: and over. Me: auburn hair,
movies, dining out. baseball , freckles, pale silk shirt.
50's music. Would like to You: Blonde, tan , mid 30's,
I wanted
meet an easy going, roman - yellow shirt.
bc, down to earth SWF, 23- somehow to meet you but no
How
35 for possible relationship . opportu~ity arose.
Photo appreciated. All let- would you leel about a no
strings lunch or happy hour?
ters answered. CBW #123.
Please reply to CBW #121.
SWF, 23 Recent college
grad, looking for new fun with COUNTRY
ROADS,
new people. I enjoy movies, mountain views , hiking,
dining, tennis & talk. How camping, ~noeing, x-c skiabout you? Let's get to- tng, explOring . If these apgether! CBW #1 18.
peal and you are a positive,
caring and communicative
GWM, 22 attractive, intel- SM. this appreciative SF, 39
ligent, nice normaf guy would awaits your letter and friendlike to meet masculine, clos- ship. Please respond to
CBW#116.
eted or non-bar type guys for
friendship , conversation ,
recreation. There is more to GWM, 25 Tired of ·the bar".
gay life in Portland than Would like to meet 24-34
meets the eye! Right? CBW year old (mature) nice, nor#125.
mal , goodlooking guy. I'm all
01 the above, 6'4", black!
brown , lean build. Please
TALL, HAPPY, productive reply to CBW #114.
lady, 50's, blue eyes, desires a durable relationship WHO PLACES Person to
with a non-smoking, single Person ads in Casco Bay
gentleman, 55-65 . I have Weekly? Ordinary people
lots of Interests and wish to like you, whO've discovered
share the best of life. Port- it's one 01 the most safe, fun,
land area. Please respond easy ways for o$ingles to
to CBW #112.
meet eachother.

wan e

APARTMENT In or near
Portland . Single, non-smoking professional looking for
quiet. affordable one bedroom . I have no pets and am
responSible. Moving Oct 1.
Call 774-5490, leave message.
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
In Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 772-6672.

ROOM FOR RENT?
Artist wi quiet cat seeks
clean room on West End,
Oct 1. $200/month. Please
call 772-0177.
MARILYN MONROE type white dress . I am
looking for one similar to that
featured in her famous photo
on the air vent. Please call
773-5177, leave message.

A TEARFUL GOODBYE
to a lunkitudinous woman ,
although she was Motionworn . Market Street will
never be the same

FLEET BANK: Nice new
sign downtown, but does it
light up? Inquiring minds
want to know.

BRUCE H. Happy Birthday! WANTED: Another UFO
I'm so glad things turned out sighting to prove that we
aren't completely insane.
as they have
The Tommy's Park Group,
HEY KOKO: Watch out lor Sat, Sept 10.
twigs when walking through
the park and don't lose your
wig when the moon starts to
spark. Love, Buster.
UFO
SPOTTERS in
Tommy's Park, Saturday,
September 10: That was fun'
let's do it again (even if
those are just bats)!

JEFF - Thanks for seltlng
me up ... your friend.

DEAR MARTHA: I had
this dream about you the
NEEDED: Sexy, provocaother night. It was the day
tive, alluring women to acbefore the end of the world
company single male demiand I came over to you;
god on motorcycle rides and
house to gossip just like we
nighttime activities ('til the IF I AM 'INSANE' you always do. Well, you turned
end of the month). Do you have yourself to blame. How on the TV to Oprah's show
wear a helmet? CBW Box do you like your creation??
and here she was getting all
#124.
bent out of shape because
PATRICK 5" We know nobody was going to have
you're just sitting in your of- much time left to get their
SWM, 29
6'1" 175#
fice right now pretending to hair dor,e or to take their
brown hair, hazel ey~s . I e~
work. We missed you . M,C stereo out of hock or try
JOy . canoeing, fishing, &K.
hunbng and camping. I am
lOOking for a Sincere female
between the ages of 25 and
32 for friendship or lasting
relationship. Please respond
to CBW #117.
RESPONSES to Person to
Person advertisers using
CBW Box Service should be
sent to . Casco Bay Weekly,
CBW Box #__, 187 Clark
Street , Portland , Maine
04102. Your letter will be
forwarded, unopened, to the
boxholder within 48 hoursl

I
I
I
I
I

---------------------------~

AVOID ·Sunday Classified
Clutter·. Call CBW ClassifiedHotline772-6672.

I

$ W. Bu. Good
Used Books $

7~-3233

Call
1-4 pm, Man-Sat

70 CENTER STREET, PORTLAND
774·8258

TEM PORARY SERVICES

0

If you derive regular income from the subject(s) of your claSsified ad(s)
'
please use the Business Rate.

I'm using

L-

person

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

that new brand of lIoor wax
which came as free sample
in the mail. For some reason
neither one of us was too'
worried; you cut into the Sara
Lee nut-n-spice coHee cake
and asked me to let the cat
out 'cause it was such a nice
day. "Puff likes to play in the
sunshine: you said. So
then I inquired about your
new job, the one seiling encyclopedi~ over the phone ,
and you kind of snapped at
me that business was real
slow these days and could I
please remember to put the
cream back in the refrigerator when I was done with it. I
wondered aloud what it would
be like right before it was all
over and you told me it'd
most likely turn out that this
was only a test or a false
alarms and then the phone
rang and woke me up.

TAKE ADVANTAGE!
Our classifieds reach 40,000
active readers every week!

Wickes Lumber
We guarantee your sahsfaCllOn with
any product you buy at WICkes
lumOO( IF you are not sahshed .... Ilh
.-our purchase, simpty return the l1em

[WW~keSl'"
Wdces Lumber

-

~_

V,,",

U~

together Wllh prool 01 purchase wdh,n
30 (Jays 01 purchase. and we WIll
gladly elchange 11 or If you prel.r

Y04Jr Wlc:lles CN'~
Stan Improvtng the value or your home
today' \I yOU don I have a W.:.es
Choirge ask IOf an apphcallOl"l at your
nearest WICkes lumber

(.'und your purchase pflee

• Enhances the natural
grain and texture
• Penetrates to protect

• Warranted one·coat

coverage

• Resists blistering and
peeling
• Reusable bucket

• 25 year warranty
• Easy to paint over
• 1/10 gallon cartridge

59c

25
Fiberglass Insulation

3 1/2 R·1 Kraft Facl~
Fiberglass Insulation

• Great for first time Insulation in anics or floors
• Handy stapling flange makes installation easy
• Krah vapor barrier keeps insular,on effectIVe

• Thicker, more powerful insulatkJn especially
dssign&d for first time attic & floor installation
• Avaifable in 1tr and 24~ widths

6114'/, R-19* Kraft Faced

11

19 CertainTeedDf
48 96 Sq Ft. Package

5

99

I

0/0off

Great Stuff
Foam
Sealant
• Won't expand after
application
• Seals & insulates
• Fills holes & stops drafts

• 12 oz.

CertainTeed.

After rebate
50 Sq. Ft. Package

After rebate
Limit 3

I.

luJi

Olympic Oil
Stain SemiTransparent

2 Gallon Pail
Exterior Latex
White

Siliconed
Acrylic
Caulk

In

After rebate
Limit 3

1

Roofing
Shingles
Fiberglass

Seville Style Deluxe

• 20-year limited warranty
• Self-sealing for better
weatherproofing
• Class A lire rated
• 3 bundles cover 100 sq. ft.

Bring in your room's measurements today lor
a Ireo estimate on a custom kitchen wlthoUl
the custorn p"ce. Whether you're looking
lor claSSIC, solid oak deSigns or the sleek
look 01 European styling, Wickes has It alii

Kitchen Cabinets

Kingston, C l a S S i C S
Oak, & Brussels
I fk,:;..u :.Iylos aU) pJ':,Q on :. •.11t!

All Y'u,k'\lwuc

,.11Ilncl~

"'e l.J't!

lully ",,"cO wnll ""'/11";)0
1011U11 fI.IlIk,:; ,u..,! IWln
UlM,Jc:'''IIO~JlII lJlpJW"" »IKlc::.

00/
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OFF Mfr.
s Sugg.
LISI Price
,

,lIkl

Our TI",ned Stiltt Can Help W,lh Free Plans'

,.

Panel &
Construction
Adhesive
• For paneling, styrofoam.
steel, concrete and
aluminum
• Waterproof
• ,/,. gal. cartridge

FREE

After rebate
Limit 3

Prices Effective
through September 24, 1988
238 Riverside, Portland, ME • 772-2884

Wickes
Lumber

We deliver!
Ask at store for details
Hours: MON-THURS 8-S·FRI8-8·SAT 8-5

